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ICOM Count on us! 

lNith ICOID, 
you're never alone 

up there 

SKYSAILOR 

II he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee 

that whatever happens you will 

never be alone in the skies. This powerful 

handheld transce iver acts like a dependable 

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never 

lose contact with your base or the grollnd. 

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation 

system includes Course Deviation Indicator 

and Automatic Bearing Set System, and 

includes DVOR mode that lets 

you find out your aircraft's location 

by receiving signals from 2 VOR 

stations. So you always know 

where you are and where you are 

heading. 

A dual tuning system allows you to 

use the turning knob or 

illuminated keypad, while 20 channel 

memories, programme and memory scan 

capabilities provide simplicity of operation 

that few other models can match. 

The IC-A20 MKII provides immediate 

emergency frequency access and fully meets 

the tough requirements of the Department of 

Transport and Communications for ground 

to air transceivers. 

No wonder pilots all around the world, 

depend on the proven communication skills 

of ICOM, wherever they fly. 

For further information call free on (008) 338 915 

or write to Reply Paid 1009 Icom Australia Pty Ltd 

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181 

Telephone (03) 529 7582 A.C.N. 006 092 575 

ICOM AltSlralw's warranlY is only applicahle CO tmx1uCl5 tmrchased 

from chclr atirhorrsed AU'f ralian l)t!o/er). 
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Sk~sailor 
OPERATIONS MANAGER 
Craig Worth 
065592713 018657419 

Official Publication Of The 
Hang Gliding Federation ofl\usfral~ 

For information about site ratings, sites and other 
local matters, contact the appropriate state 
association/region or cI ub. 

S kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service 
to members. For non-members living in 

Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas 
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent SAL), Aus 
$95 Airmail. Cheques should be made payable to 
and sent to HGFA 
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs 
and illustrations are all acceptable although the 
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contribu
tions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published 
and all contributions should be accompanied by the 
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for 
verification purposes. 
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility 
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysai lor is vested in the HGFA 
Copyright in articles and other contributions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month (for the following month's 
issue!) for contri butions, market place, (;tc. 
Market place is free to financial members -
please quote your number - otherwise a charge of 
$5 per ad is applicable. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. 
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout, separa
tions and extra work incur add itional cost. 

Skysailor Contributions 

All Skysailor contributions to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVI LLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

Keep the articles coming! ! 

We will give $50 per month for the best cover 
photo sent in. It can be a black and white, colour 
photo or slide. 

All photos will be sent back if requested. Please 
supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for 
their return. 

ADDRESSES 

All correspondence, including membership 
renewals, short term memberships, rating forms 
and other administrative matters should be sent to: 
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA 
PO Box 558 
TUMUT NSW 2720 
Tel (069) 472 888, 
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069474328 

PRESIDENT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Andrew Humphries Ian Jarman 
093816053 069472888 BH 
018917537 069474328 Fax/AH Ans M 

H G FA Merchandise 

Support your sport! 

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back 

Cap 
Coffee mug 
Lealher Key Ring - metal wilh full colo ur enamel logo 

Metal Lapel Badge 
Car Slickers 
Embro ide red badge 
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA ca lenda r 
Auslralian Open video 
HGFA windsocks, multi colo ured wilh HGFA logo 

*** Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices *** 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave 
Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923 

Northern NSW Region 19 Gladswood Gds, Double 
Bay NSW2028 
Sec. Steve Hocking 

ACfHGA 
PO Box 3496 
Manuka 2603 
Sec. Gary Littey 
(06) 2925302 
Pres. Phil Robinson 
018625181 

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av 
Andergrove Q 4740 
Pres. Frnn Wing 
079415995 W 
079417304 H 
Secffrs: Ron Huxhagen 
(079) 552913 

VicHGA 
POBox 400 
Prahran 3181 
Sec. John Twomey 
(03) 3972612 H 

SAHGA 
1 Sturt St 
Adelaide 5000 
Sec. Rob Woodwanl 
(08) 29775323 

Trike Committee memben: 

(02) 3274484 

Sth Qld 
POBox 149 
Kenmore Q 4069 
Phil Pritchanl 
018761193 
James Christenson, 
Sec. & PR 
(07) 2026342 H 
8642788W 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82 
South Perth 6151 
Sec. Michael Dorrough 
(09) 2746014 

TasHGA 
31 Hillside Cres 
West Launceston 7250 
Sec. Steve Cameron 
(003) 311561 H 

PGConvenor 
Stuart Andrews 
PO Box 9 
Tooma NSW2642 
(069) 484461 

Chris Brandon, Convener, Merewether 049631221 
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 499199 
Kevin Magennis , Safety, Taree 065 565265 
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR, Byron Bay 066842616 
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142 
l ohanne Parniczky, Secretary, Newcastle, Ph 049 
375556 

$19.95 
9.00 
6.95 
5.95 
4.00 

2.00 
2 .95 
5.00 

39.95 
40.00 

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars 

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328 
Discounts ava ilable for bulk purchases 

Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome 
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock. 
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Cenlral Coast HG North East Victorian Sec Neva Bull Ben Leonard 

Skysallor needs your photos Club (NSW) HGClub Inc 049573069 065821966 
Pres A1f Pi per Pres Tony Dennis "PG" Ian Ladyman 

and artlc/es/l 043631278 057623292 049498946 
Sec Bob Bentley Sec John Adams Sutton Forest Flyers 
043320096 057572945 Lower Blue Mts Pres. Don Farrar 

CONTENTS 2nd Wed Tuggerah HGClub 042840221H 
Lakes Mem Club Cudgegong Valley Pres. David Middleton Sec. David Jones 

HGClub 026236961 048611699W 
Letters 6 llIawarra Hang Sec. Geoff Eustace Sec. NticbaelSbyne 048 894182H 
Competitions 7 Gliding Club loc 063722432 027243405 

Operations Manager's Report 8 Meet: Illawarra Southern H.G. Club 
Yacht Club 1st Wed Capricorn Skyriders Sky High Pres. Russell Dobson 

HGFA Calendar of Events 9 Pres Tom Reinhold Club Paraglidin~ Club 035445658 1st Tues 
Balloon Drop Over Canberra 10 042971852 Brian Smith Pres. Ken i tcbelhill Anchor & Hope Tav 
One Day, Two Astras, 560 k:m 11 Sec Warwick Kelly Rockhampton 038879173 ah Church St Richmond 

Who Really Invented the Flex-wing Hang 
042261707 079287858 03 2882480 bh 

Shane Newell Sec. Christine Danger Townsville Hang 
Glider? 12 Stan well Park Club Ye~poon 054 283185 ah Gliding Assoc. 
Flying in Mixed Company 19 Pres. Andrew Nethery 07 393769 1st Wed Retreat Hot Pres Brad Cooper 
Around About 20 042943665 226 Nicholson St 077792853 

The Australian Team - Yesterday's 
Sec. Anoelies Norland Byron Bay H.G. Club Abbotsford Sec Robin Dawson 
042943699 Pres. Brian Braby 077 819182 H 

Heroes? 22 meet7.30pm IstSun 066215725 Eastern H.G. Club 077819432 W 
South Australian Paragliding Comp 22 ea month Helensburgh Sec. Shirley Lake Peter Batchelor 
3rd Women's Worlds, Japan 23 Workers' Club 066 858147 037353095 

meet 1st Wed ea month Greg Withers Whitsundays HG O. 
State, Region and Club News 24 Gladstone HG Club 038763981 meet 3rd Sec. Ron Huxhagon 
Market Place 28 31 WilsonSt Cairns Hang Gliding Wed Olinda Hotel Main 079552913 

Gladstone Q 4680 Club (Qld) St, Lilydale (n. rail line) 

COVER PHOTO Pres. Colan McGree Nev Akers Great Lakes IIGC 
079722477 070512438 W Dalwallinu HG Club Pres. Jim Parsons 

Grant Heaney is hoisted aloft over 018770912 Marjorie Beattie Pres. Andrew Humphries 065554077 
Sec. Dave Kennedy 070995585 H 093816053 Sec Steve Bailey 

Canberra during the Canberra Festival 079781329 Sec Graham Cameron 065547600 
photo by Peter Dall Sunshine Coast HG 093812423 H Fx 065 554855 

Northern Beaches Club (Qld) 093813800W 
HG Club ~ydney) Sec. Robert Keen Sydney HG Club 
Pres: John ajje 074455642 Christian Flyers Pres Clive Gilmour 

CENTRESPREAD 029822635 Pres. Ron Rimkus Ian Lobb 042941261 
Sec: Peter Cairns 074821664 Stanwell Park Sec Steve Hocking 

Laurie Fineran and passenger 024162370 042941656 023274484 

photo by Sean Barnes of Double PR 
Upper Blue Mts 

Cenlral West HG Club HGClub Tamworth-Manilla IIGC Powered Parachute C Vic 
Photography Pres - Len Paton Pres Glen Thompson Andrew Pepper Pres Bill Steele 

068537220 063531239 067654520 037619180 
CLUBS Sec. Jenny Ganderton Sec. Lucas Trihey 018416258 Sec Peter Blasket 

068 537220 047871480 Richard Riley 033609343 
Canungra Hang Kosciusko Alpine Tres. Mark Madden 067821267 1st Mon Doncaster Hotel 
Gliding Club (Bris.) Paragliding Club 063622927 Mid North Coast JIG 

CREDITS Pres. Dave Staver Pro Guenther Janssen Assoc(NSW) 
075435505 064562276 Newcastle HG Club Pres. Paul Hazelgrove 
Sec. Gordon Bieske Sec. Lisa Ryrie Pres Simon Lewis 018654197 Cartoons John Trude, Richard Nasb 
075435505 06 2359011 049261829 Sec. Lee Sco" Typing & Layout Marie Jeffery 

018689243 065565265 Printer Quality Plus, Ballina 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc 
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Name: 

PhoneHm 

Payment Details: $ 

Expiry Date: 

Signature: . 

HGFA Schedule of Fees 
$125 12 months (ruLL) Membership 

$115 (Nth-NSW) 12 mths RILL Membership 

$135 (SA) 12 mths FULL membership 

$20 PHG Pilots Operational Levy 

$50 Additiooal Family Member (12 mooths) 

$25 RejoiningAdministratioo Fee 

$45 Short Term Membership (4 mooths) 

$45 Visiting Pitot Membership (4 months) 

PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328 

Assisted by the Australian Sports Comm ission 

Membership Application 

Address: 

office use on Iy 

• Occupation: . State: Postcode: 

.Wk . Sex: M/F Birthdate: 

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa 

Card #: ... .. ......... .. . ....... . 

$15 Trial/lnstructional Aigbt (TIf) 
7 Days totalavailahle through instructors only 

$50 (12 issues)"Skysailor" Suhscriptioo (NonDy) 

$65 Overseas (scntSAL) 

$95 Overseas (Sent Ainnail) 

$5 FAI Ucence 

$15 PHG Opo Manual 

$10 Comps MaDual 

$5 Tow Manuals 
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In this month's letters section, the paragliding team for the World 
Championships is asking for donations to assist them to compete in 
Switzerland later this year. Funding for national teams is directly linked 
with past performance, and since our paragliding team is yet to make its 
mark due to the youthfulness of this discipline, there is no funding 
forthcoming from the Australian Sports Commission. 

To compete overseas is very expensive and many of us do not remember 
this when we proudly report how "our team" came 1st, 2nd or 3rd. Perhaps 
your club could hold a fund raising night to help the team on their way. 

And if you don't para glide 
now, who knows, perhaps 
one day you might! 

Craig Worth, our 
Operations Manager, has 
been busy not only visit
ing different areas along 
the east coast, but also at 
his computer. See his 

report and also tips 
Launch atop Mt Takatsumuji, Japan during the 3rd Women's 

World Championships - pM Jeffery 
for paragliderpilots on sharing the air with hang gliders. As for those 
quick hops across the Tasman, it's good news that Australia has 
reciprocal insurance and membership with New Zealand. 

Balloon drops and para glider tlights of 281 kms, unfortunately 
not in Australia, are featured in this issue. Makes me feel quite 
desk-bound! I hope you will enjoy John Dickenson's story. John 
has morethan enough clippings and information to fill several of 
issues of Skysailor, all of which was fascinating reading. 

Despite the efforts of safety officers, unfinancial pilots are still 
slipping through and causing problems. Stanwell Park saw two 
unfinancial pilots collide, fortunately with minimum injury and 
damage. No one enjoys having to police their sites, but such 
incidents prove that it must be done. After all, if you are legal, you 
shouldn't object to being checked! It's for everyone's safety and 
continued use of the si teo 

Marie} 

Sole Australian Distributor for Solar Wings, Pegasus 
and other Quality Trike Products 

Pe2asus XLT (XL Tuli\750 fpm while towing, in-flight trim 26-50 mph (syndicate special) 
The most advanced towing trike yet built. Be quick, phone for an infonnation package. 
Pegasus Quazar 2 582 LN CDI "The Limousine" with cruise control - low noise model is unbelievably 
quiet 

Pegasus "Q" 2nd in Wol"id Championships this year. Unbeatable cross country performance and 
handling with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW Export Model, it's even better!! 

Pegasus "XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq 
ft of magic. Every serious training facility needs at least one of these. Now also available with 52 hp engine. 

Bandit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people. 

The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value NEW from $12,850 - they are fully backed with spares. 

ltllAsen! ~S' Rossi Bandit 100 mph; the Italian Ferrari - 95.10 

Skylark ISS 3 Iph at cruise; the ultimate therrnalling 
machine - 95.10 

Chaser S From $9,750 new - 95.32 

Mostofthe above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test tlown to ensure 
you make the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a test tlight in 
your area. 

Don't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you can 
get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1250 
or your IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $600.00 

@ 
Phone John Goodrich for all the latest in trike products and training 
Special deals available to flying schools - phone for infonnation 

Bid 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194 
t ( DQ ~ Sky Cycles Pty Ltd 

Ph: (03) 587 5975, Mobile 018 336346 
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Letter~ To The Edit r 
World ChamplonshJp Fund Raising 

From 1 to 15 August 1993 the Paragliding 
World Championship will take place in Verbier, 
Switzerland with a team of 3 pilots and 1 
manager-team leader from Australiacompeting. 

There is no funding currently available and the 
full cost of the operation ($6000 per pilot)has to 
be met by the individual competitor. In an at
tempt to ease the financial pressure on our team, 
the team manager-leader, CharlyFellay is call
ing upon your generosity to make a donation to 
the Australian Paraglidi ngTeam Fund. 

Each donation will be acknowledged in a later 
edition of Skysailor to thank you for your sup

port. 

Please send ~our cheque or money order to: 
Australian p?/agliding Team Fund, C/- 27 
Oberon Ave, Hawthorn East Vic 3123. En
quiries phone/fax 03 8824130. 

Dear Editor 
Seeking Mystery Witness to Accident 

On 30 March this year an intermediate pilot in 
a 139 Combat speared in on launch at Tam
borine Mountain, South East Queensland. As 
the pi lot was knocked out on impact he is vague 
as to the actual incident. In order to file an 

official accident report, he requests the witness 
to complete a report and lodge it with HGFA. 

The only clues to his identity are: he's a 
marathon man named Steve who drives a Silver 
Subaru wagon and was passi ng through Tam
borine on Tuesday 30 March around 1 pm. 

So, Steve if you could please oblige I would 
be grateful. 

P.S. Oh yeah, did you see anyone ritle my 
helmet? 

Anthony Duncan, 44830 

Dear Marie 
All Victorian pilots will be aware that there was 
a postal ballot held recently ooncerning a change 
in the constitution of the VHGA. It was 
proposed that each Victorian Hang Gliding and 
Paragliding (and Trike?) Club have a voting 
position on the VHGAoommittee. Unfortunate
ly, there was an overwhelming lack of interest 
on the part of about half the State's pilots who 
did not see fit to return their ballots. Of the pilots 
who did respond about 95% were in favour of 
the change. The oonstitution requires a vote of 
this kind to achieve 75% affirmative return to be 
carried and therefore the motion was defeated. 
The question remains as to whether the 50% of 
pilots who did not return their ballots would 
have voted in the negative or simply didn't care 
less? We plan to raise this issue again at the 
forthcoming VHGA Annual General Meeting 
and list the following Notice of Motion. 

Notice of Motion for Victorian Hang Gliding 
Association 

It is proposed to amend Section 19 of the 
Constitution of the above Association to read as 
follows: 

"The committee shall oonsist of: 

a) A President, a Secretary and a Treasurer 

b) Four members of the VHGA elected at the 
Annual General meeting or as otherwi1)e 
provided herein. 

c) A member representing each Victorian club 
affiliated with the HGFA." 

Proposed: Ken Mitchelhill, President, Sky 
High Paragliding Club Inc. 

Seconded: John Adams, Secretary, North East 
Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc. 

Kind Regards,KenMitchelhil~ 63410 

Dear Marie 
A short note regarding the Operations Manual. 

Prior to its publication, there were a few harsh 
words born of impatience and frustration (in
c1udingsome from me) at the long, long wait for 
the final document. 

Since its publication, I haven't heard many (or 
any) words of praise for all the people who 
contributed to the enormous task of writing it. 

Thank you to Paul Mollison, Ian Jarman, Paul 
Geissler, Ian Ladyman, John Walmsley and 
anyone else who wrote, contributed to, proof 
read and played any other role in the delivery of 
the HGFA Operations Manual. 

Max Browne, 53467 + 

NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY AT 5TANWELL PARK 

6 

- You mU0t l:7e a current. financial meml:7er of the HGFA and I:7rin~ your meml:7er0hlp card, record of quaHficatlone 
and 10~1:700k. If you can't pret>ent thet>e on requeet, you won't fly. 

- Stanwell Park Ie an INTERMEDIATE rated elte 

- WEEKDAY6 novice pilot€> may fly only If: 

,/ theIr lnetructor hat> SIGNED a t>tatement In their lo~book Indlcatrn~ that they are capal:7le of flyln~ at 
Stanwell with the advice of a Safety Officer. .nd 

they epeak to a SAFETY OFFICER I;oefore flying to determine whether conditione are eultal;ole, and to get 
advice on how to fly the e>Ite eafely 

- WEEKEND6 and PUf5UC HOUDAye wme novice pilot€> may fly, but only If: 

,/ their Inetructor Ie preeent to advlee them before flying; .na 
,/ their Ine>troctor Ie> e>atre>1ied that they can e>afely fly the !!>Ite on the day 

Thank you for your cooperation. Nametl and contact numl:7ere for Safety Officere will be publltlhed tlhortly. 

at.nwell P.rk H.ne Glilotine Cluj, 
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1993 Paragliding World Cup 
For details of dates, venues and other information phone Stuart Andrews 

069484461 

Eungella, North Queensland 
26 September - 2 October 

Prizes to Women, A, Band C grades to 3 places. C grade only for 
Intermediate gliders. Has to be more than 5 women to pay 3 places. 
Nomination $100 payable to Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club, PO Box 6, 
Proserpine Qld 4800. 
Accommodation: Please book early as rooms go quickly - 079584509 
Equipment: 35 mm data back and UHF radio . 
Contact Dave Lamont 079461157 

1993 Canungra Classic (Regional Titles) 
1993 Australian Womens Open 

Date: 9-17 October 
Venue: Canungra area, SE Qld 
Entry Fee: $160 - includes dinner on presentation night, seafood and pasta 
night, 2 x BBQs at comp HQ, 1st film, stubby cooler, a great time. 
Prizes : The best trophies, the biggest prize money - $5000-$10000 cash, 
prizes for everyone, the biggest parties, the only Calcutta. 
Entry Requirements: Intermediate rating, data back cameras 
Entries close: 1 September 1993 
Entry must be accompanied by a $30 deposit. 

Amaximum of70 pilots will be admitted to the competition. Send entries 
with deposits to Canungra I-lang Gliding Club, 9 Sovereign a, Canungra 
Qld 4275 

For more info contact Ken Hill on 075 435631 

II Serra Da Estrela Paragliding Open 
Linhares da Beira, 12-18 July 1993 

Main aims are: 
a) assemble the highest possible number of national and international 
pilots; 
b) Contribute to the definition of the final classification in the National 
Ranking and the subsequent selection of the national team to participate 
in the Paragliding World Championship; 
c) Contribute to the making of free flights of meaningful distance; 
d) Confirm Linhares and the western side of the Serra da Estrela as the 
best site in Portugal for the practice of free flight; 
e) Reveal the sport the public in general. 

There will be three trials: 
Competition A will be a free distance trial. Competition B will be a target 
trial. Extra Competition Trail: Pilots who do not wish to participate in any 

of the mentioned competitions, will have the opportunity to fly at a set 
time enjoying the benefits of the organisation (transport) if they are 
registered by the competition officers. 

For contact details , phone Stuart Andrews on 069 484461 

1993 Pre-European International Hang 
Gliding Championship 

24-31 July 1993, Larngnc, France 

Schedule: Registration 24 July, competition 25-30 July, Prize giving 31 
July 

Who: all European and non-European male and female pilots in national 
teams 

No minimum num
ber of participants . 
Team scoring 
based on the three 
best results of team 
pilots each flying 
day. 
Official registra
tion by national 
hang gliding as
sociation only. As 
a maximum two 

teams of 6 pilots by 
European 
countries, and one 
team of 6 pilots by 

no n-Europea n 
countries. 

FlyingSkill: Asa 
minimum pilot 
should be "Safe 
Pro 5 standard" or 

. . ':" ". 

* New Products for 19~b ... 
~ .~-' . 

·OP Eagle Eyes" Flight glas$eswithUY 
. andtilueblockout . . . 

New TIntS: Tinf3 (V~ryli~ht), nht4,~(light), 
Tint 5.8 (The OriginaJ) / and Tint 7(dark) 

Lenses only: Fit t6ybur fatou~itef;~~~J . 
.. PI~in $80, Single vision ~ 110; Bl"f6caJ $130· 
.. i=;amed; Wrap ar.oUnd (Op~qu~ .orblabk) 

safety frame, wire (silver or black) . . ... 

and plastic (black .or white) 
Plain $105,Singlevision $145, Bi~focal $16p. 

Electronic Tow Meters $185... . .... 
Ni-cad Car Charger . (for aU radi?~)$38 

North.Coast AviationPty Ltd ... 
De~isCummings 

PO Box 741 ... 
Byron Bay NSW2481 
Fax/Phone: 066856287 

should hold a Delta L-____________ '--_______ -'-' 

Silver or have twice flown the Silver distance l!lli! have competed in at 
least one national championship. No FAl sporting licence required. 

Entry Fee: 500 FF (includes one map, and one film per flying day) 

Classification: male and female, teams 

Regulation: the competition will be conducted under the same rules as 
next year for the European Championship. 

Insurance: Each pilot should give proof of a French legal third party 
liability insurance. If the pilot has no insurance, FFVL can provide it for 
300 FF at the headquarters on registration day. 

Registration: List of pilots must be sent by the hang gliding association 
to "Buech Vol Libre, C/- Astrid and Charles Tei I, Ecole Air Top, Plan du 
Buech, 05700 Trescleoux, France, Ph: 3392662920, Fax: 33 92 662904. 

World Aerobatics Championship 
Are you interested in freestyle hang gliding? Whether you're a top 

freestyle competitor or just learning, the Telluride Hang Gliding Festival 
(USA) should be on your schedule for this September. 

This year is the 20th anniversary of "Telluride". A special celebration is 
planned with an emphasis on the World Aerobatics Championships. 

There will be at least $2500 in prize money for the first six places. Entry 
fee is $100, which includes admission to the Telluride Hang Gliding 
Festival. Rides up the mountain are included. 

Festival dates are September 13-18. The aerobatics contest will be held 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday September 16-18. 

Telluride '93 promises to be the best ever. Bring your antique gl iders [or 

static display and possible flying if airworthy. The organisers are seeking 
TV coverage. 

There will be a pro-rated admission fee structure in case of rain days. 
Post flight acti vi ti es wi II i ncl ude guest speakers, sl i de shows, and the la test 
hang gliding films. 

The best way to improve your freestyle is to enter this contest and take 
the opportunity to fly with, observe and talk to the world's top aerobatic 
pilots. Any Hang IV pilot can enter. First-time entrants require a reference 
who can attest to their responsibility. . 

Learning freestyle safely requires a gradual progression. (Anyone who 
thinks of doing their first loop during the WAC does not display a 
responsible attitude. Remember - the world will be watching.) 

For more information on the World Aerobatics Championship, contact: 
Hugh Sawyer - 303 728 4772, John Heiney - 8012545285, Axel Coch -
303 728 5242 + 
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Operations 
Managers Report 

June sees me well into my rounds of clubs and 
schools, endeavouring to attain higher standards 
in safety and instruction. These can only be 
attained with the aid of all pilots. We must strive 
together to fly safely. 

Collision Avoidance 
After a number of recent mid-air collisions, it is 
worth noting the following advice reprinted here 
from the British Hang Gliding Association pub

lication, Skywings: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Always have a good look around before 
making a turn. 

Try to anticipate the manoeuvres other pilots 
are likely to make. 

Always try to fly in a predictable manner. 

Leave ample room between yourself and 
other craft to lessen the consequences of any 
unforseen conflict. 

Give additional space to those hang gliding 
and paragliding pilots flying streamers. 

Try to use areas which are less crowded. 

Know the speed and blind spots of other 
aircraft and make due allowance for them . 

• Keep your head moving. Look up, down and 
behind as well as to your left and right. The 
more you look the more you will be aware 
of weather condi tions as well as other pilots. 
When other pilots see you looking around, 
mutual awareness and co-operation follows. 

If you are in the air when overcrowding 
develops then do not hesitate to flyaway and 
land. If you areon the ground then wait until the 
situation improves. Remember overcrowding is 
but a direct consequence of too many pilots 
deciding to fly at a site at a given time. Try not 
to contribute to it. 

Maintenance 
The winter is upon us. It is the ideal time to carry 
out a service on all your hang gliding and 
paragliding equipment. Further to the fatal wire 
failure at Stanweillast year, recent reports from 
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Europe have detailed three further wire failures, 
emphasising the necessi ty for a thorough inspec
tion of all gliders. Surprisingly the failures have 
been occurring at the top end of the flying wires, 
at the swage adjacent to the junction of the 
leading edge and crossbar. Please refer to Sec
tion 9.4 of the Operations Manual for com
prehensive details of mai ntenance requirements. 
If you are unsure of maintenance procedures, 
consult the manufacturer of the glider. 

Safety 
A number of accidents have resulted from pilots 
flying wings that are not suited to their weight 
or flying experience. Pilots should not attempt 

to progress from a training glider directly to a 
high performance wing as these can be difficult 
to fly and especially hard to land. Your instruc
tor or club Senior Safety Officer can advise you 
as to which wing will most suit your needs. All 
pilots are encouraged to purchase certified 
gliders because these have proven stability and 
dive recovery characteristics. 

'Joy flights, for which a fee is 
charged, are strictly 

prohibited. ' 
Hang Gliding Team 

Australia is in the fortunate position at the mo
ment of having many excellent competition 
pilots. Selection of the Aussie hanggliding team 
for the Worlds in the Owens Valley was ex
tremely difficult, with some very good pilots 
missing out. By now the members of the team 
will be on their way to the Owens and they are: 
Drew Cooper, Steve Moyes, Mark Newland, 
Dave Adams, Carl Braden and Russell Duncan. 
Reserve is Steve Blenkinsop. Good luck guys! 

Powered Hang Gliding 
Chris Brandon has recently resigned from the 
position ofPHG Committee Convenor and PHG 
Representative to the Coaching Committee due 
to work and family commitments. I would like 
to thank Chris on behalf of all PHG pilots for all 
the time he has selflessly given the committee 
over the years! He and the committee have been 
instrumental in setting up the PHG Instructor 
network that is now well established, through 

conducting trai ning semi nars, formulati ng train
ing standards and negotiating with the CAA. 

In April Skysailor John 
Goodrich mentioned that 
the AUFwere expressing 

concerns regarding 
HGFAstandards fortrike 
instruction. I agree with 
John that HGFA and 
AUF should inter-relate 
more on trike matters. 
AUF concerns will hope
fully be allayed now that 

our system is fully estab
lished. Most HGFA re

quirements for trike pilot 
and i nstructorcertificates 

equa I or exceed those for 
AUF certificates, the few 
requirements that differ 
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are being brought into line with AUF standards. 

Un-financial Members 

There are still some members flying un-financial 
and therefore uninsured . I would encourage all 
Safety Officer and Duty Pilots to sight HGFA 
fi nancial cards. On arrival at a site aU pilots 
should seek out a Safety Officer and show 
his/her fi nancial card and rating card or log book 
if required . The practice of the pilot chasing up 
the Safety Officer makes his/ her job easier and 
is an ideal opportunity to learn of any particular 
site or weather factors relevant to the day 's 
flying. As I have said before, all novice pilots 
must always consult a Safety Officer or at least 
an Advanced pilot before flying. An uninsured 
pilot injuring a bystander could lead to the loss 
of valuable sites and ongoing problems for us 
all. 

Overseas Pilots 
Safety Officers should note that all pilots from 
overseas must join the HGFA except those from 
New Zealand. Australia and New Zealand share 
the same insurance company and reciprocal as
sociation membership. No other foreign in
surance is guaranteed in Australia and all others 
must therefore join the HGFA as visiting pilot 
members. 

Tandem Operations 
Following a number of newspaper advertise
ments, I must remind Hang Gliding and 
Paragliding Instructors that paid tandem flights 
can only be conducted for training purposes. 
This is a legal requirement, please refer to Sec
tion 7.4.2 of the Operations Manual, which 
clearly states that 'Joy flights, for which a fee is 
charged are strictly prohibited.' 

Harnesses 
I will be asking the Airworthiness Committee to 

look into safety standards for all harnesses. 
There has been some concern expressed in 
regard to back injuries as a result of certain 
harnesses. If there are any pilots, perhaps a 
university student, interested in researching in
juries in relation to harness use, would you 
please contact me. 

Novice Pilots 
The letter i n April Skysailor from Stephen Peters 
contained some very valid suggestions regard
ing the novice pilot. Clubs are certainly en
couraged to try to assist novices to progress in 
the sport. The USHGA devote one issue of their 
magazine each year to articles of interest to 

novice pilots, perhaps we could consider doing 
something similar here. A definite cause for 
concern throughout IIGFA is the retention of 
pilots on completion of an intrOductory course. 
The figures in fact show about one in three 
continueon in thesport. No doubtsome discover 
that flying is not for them, but I must agree with 
Stephen that more can be done to ensure that as 

many as possible continue to enjoy flying. 

People have said to me that I am crazy for 
flying a hang glider. I say they are crazy if they 
don't. 

Fly safely, Craig Worth -1-
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HGFA Calendar of Events - 93/94 
June 1993 

Ops Manager to visit NSW/ACf regions, clubs and 
instructors. Facility and site inspections. 

August 1993 
2-15 Paragliding World Championships 

Contact Charly Fellay 
September 1993 

Verbier Switzerland 
038824130 

3-5 HGFA Annual General Meeting TBA Gold Coast 
Contact Executive Director 069472888 
Ops Manager to visit Old regions, clubs anq. 
instructors . Facility and site inspections. 

18-19 Gillies Competition Cairns Nth Old 
Contact Nev Akers 070512438 

26-0ct 3 Eungella Competition Eungella Nth Old 
Dave Lamont 079 461157 

October 1993 
5-7 Womens' Fly-in Canungra Sth Old 

Contact Marie Jeffery for Helen Ross 066 280356 
9-17 

23-31 

26-31 

SE Old Championships 
1993 Womens Open 
Contact Richard Nevins 
NSW State TItles 
Contact Ross Duncan 
Vic Spring Competition 
Contact Wes Hill 

November 1993 
1-2,14-15, 
21-22 Vic Spring Competition 

Contact Wes Hill 

Canungra Sth Old 
Canungra Sth Old 
075324874 
Manilla NSW 
049431900 
Mt Beauty/Mt Cole 
038794217 

Mt Beauty/Mt Cole 
038794217 

Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACf regions, 
clubs and instructors . Facility and site inspections. 

TBA Jacaranda Festival (PHG & HG) Grafton NSW 
Contact Joe Scott 066 842616 

December 1993 
3-7 Vic Paragliding Open 

Contact Ken Mitchelhill 
28-Jan 5 Bogong Cup 

Contact John Adams 

Bright Vic 
038192717 
Kiewa Valley Vic 
057572945 

Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACf regions, clubs and 
instructors. Facility and site inspections. 

January 1994 
8-11 Corryong Cup 

8-16 

15-23 

19-27 

Contact James Nathaniel 
Flatlands Hang Gliding 
Contact Lynn Giffin 
Mt Cole International XC Classic 
Contact Charly Fellay 
Australian Hang Gliding Open 
Contact John Adams 

29-5 Feb Australian Paragliding Open 
Contact Stuart Andrews 

February 1994 
5-13 Vic Open Hang Gliding 

Contact Wes Hill 
6-13 

13-20 

18-27 

TBA 

Lawrence Hargraves Centenary 
Co ntact Kieran Tapsell 
Paragliding Flatlands 
Contact Geoff Robertson 
WA State Titles 
Contact Andrew Humphries 
PHG National Fly-in 
Contact Joe Scott 

March 1994 

Corryong Vic 
042971923 
Forbes NSW 
068523899 
Mt Cole Vic 
03 8824130 
Kiewa Valley Vic 
057572945 
Corryong Vic 
0694844461 

Mt Cole Vic 
038794217 
Stanwell Park 
042942645 
Forbes NSW 
042941898 
TBA 
093816053 
Wangaratta Vic 
066842616 

25-27 HGFA Board Meeting Adelaide 
Contact Executive Director 069472888 
Ops Manager to visi tWA, SA & NT regions, 
clubs and instructors. Facility and site inspections. + 
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PICCOLO 1 
- Altimeter 
- Variometer 

PICCOLO 2 
With speed meter 

A LIB I 
ALIBI 2 PLUS 
- Altimeter 
- Variometer 
- Stop watch 
- Peak-value memory 
- Flight counter / 

total flight-time 

PRIMUS 
PRIMUS STANDARD 
- Altimeter 
- Variometer 
- Speed meter 
- Real time 
- Stop watch 
- Peak -value memory 
- Flight counter / 

total flight-time 

PRIMUS BAROGRAPH 
With barograph max 76 hours -

3 recording cycles -
Automatic altitude scale -

AIRCOTEC 
" Aircotec Australia 
, 27 Oberon Ave, E. Hawthorne VIC 3123 

Ph & Fax 03 882 41 30 
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Ball QQ n 

... 1 held the bar in slightly 

and had a wild ride, with 

a very sharp nose drop. 

p Over 
basket, suspended by 50 feet of 6 
mm rope, the prospect of becomi ng 
entangled with branches was not a 
pretty thought. A few hasty 
'instructions' to the balloon pilot, a 
roar from the propane burners, and 
Phil cleared the tree tops with at 
least several feet to spare. 

Canberra 

The Canberra Festival each March is party 
time for the National Capital. And a strong 
feature of the party is the thirty or so balloonists 
who gather early each morning to steer their 
bulbous contraptions low over the roof-tops 
towards their pre-set targets. 

As the balloons reached 1500 
feet, umbilical cords were cut and 
glider and pilot plummeted vertical 
Iy 200 feet before reaching flying 
speed. 

"It was awesome", said an ob
viously elated Phil Robinson after 

Bruno Wright dangles, helpless until released, during 
his ascent over central Canberra 

But on the morning of 10 March this year, 
something different would happen. Six months 
of planning would culminate in aviation history 
when three hang glider pilots, Phi l Robinson, 

Grant Heaney and Bruno Wright, would be 
released from balloons 1500 feet over 
Canberra's central business district. This 

the event. "When I released, my 
stomach went into my mouth, and the gl ider just 
seemed to fall out of the sky. I thought it would 
never stop. At one stage my feet were resti ng on 
the sail behind me, and I felt like I was upside 
down." 

Grant and Bruno in their lower sweep angle 
XSs had a more sedate ride. "Both drops, I just 
held the bar in s li ghtly, then pushed out and flew 
away", said Grant. "No worries." 

was the first known release anywhere, over 

a capital city CBD. 

Phil Robinson flairs on the lawns below Parliament 
House after an exhilarating flight 

Control was never in question, though, and 
nei ther was the fi nesse or professionalism of 
any of the pilots . "The whole event was very 
carefully planned and rehearsed, requiring 
production of a specialised Procedures 
Manual and CAA approval. A boat with 
frogmen was required to be on hand in case 
of a water landing. We have been planning 
this event fora long time," said Grant. "A lot 
of behi nd-the-scenes work has been done by 
the club to make this possible." Special 
thanks must also go to sponsors Robinson 
Brothers and McNeill's Carpets for their 
fi nancial support. 

Naturally the authorities were cautious, 
but the ACT Hang Gliding Association 
proved that teamwork, forward planning 
and open communication could lead to a 

good mutual understanding of each other's 
requirements, and that the red tape need not 
be insurmountable. 

Balloon launch was a tense time, with the 

first 500 feet being critical. Take-off was 
fro m the lawns below Parliament House, 

with three of the biggest balloons of the 
festival. Conditions were light with a wind 
drift over Lake Burley Griffin towards the 
city centre. 

Grant lifted off first, followed immediately by 

Bruno, and both quickly floated out of the 
danger zone. Phil followed 5 minutes later and 
was dragged straight towards a row of trees. 
dangling helplessly below the balloon's wicker 

From the ground, it certainly looked like a 
wild roller coaster ride, with Phil's Blitz going 
into a near vertical nose-down attitude and then 
pulling up sharply, going dangerously close to a 
high a ttitude stall. A series of pilot induced stalls 
flashed through my mind, but Phil quickly 
recovered the situation and headed back to the 

r-----------------------------------------------~ lawns. 
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PROFESSIONAL 

US/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 

"During the practice 
drop, I held the bar in 
slightly and had a wi ld 
ride, with a very sharp 
nose drop. This time I 
tried pushing the bar out 
a little, and it was 
worse!" said Phil. The 

normally welcome posi
tive pitch stall response 
of the Blitz proved al
most excessive in the un

usual zero airspeed 
situation. " 
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All the planning obviously paid off, as the 
event proceeded wi thout a hitch. Al I three of 
the pilots easi ly made it back to the landing 

zone with height to spare. Bruno won the spot 
landing competition, landing less than 2 metres 
from the 1.5 metre target. Maybe next time we 
might even have prize! One almost embarrass
ing moment for Phil (must have been his lucky 
day!) was when he couldn ' t undo his harness zip 

on short final, and had to contemplate a belly 
landing in frontofthe gathered crowds and news 
cameras! A last minute struggle saw his legs 
free, although his approach to spot was some
what offline! 

This year the drop was restricted to advanced 
pilots who had completed a practice drop out of 
town in the weeks before. Next year, because of 
the perfect early morning conditions and the 
huge obstacle-free landing zone, the plan is to 

make it available to intermediate pilots with 
drop experience. Canberra flyers definitely in
tend to make this an annual event. Next year we 
hope to have 12 hang gliders releasing in rapid 

succession. This could only happen in Canberra! 

Peter Dall -to 
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One Day, Two Astras, 
560km 

B ack at work after ten days in Kuruman, it 
was almost a pleasure - at least the air-con

ditioning worked! And we had something to 
reflect on. Over the last 8 days Alex Louw and 

I had flown 1160 kill between us. 

We had teamed up in October to do some 
distance flying. We limited the competition be

tween us to R100 (:t:$30) per day bet for the 

longest flight and kept our main objective as one 

or (even better) both of us getti ng the official 
paragliding distance record for South Africa and 
Apco Aviation Ltd. Distance flying in South 
Africa doesn't rate highly in the glamour stakes 
- hot, windy, dusty, dry and five hours drive 
away. Yet stupidity seems to drive us and every 
weekend saw the Apco team winchinj!, grovell
ing and sinking out. 

These weekend pilots had "planned" to break 
300 km in the hot windy months before the rains 
and then relax when Captain Nick's foreign 
visitors arrived. However, by December the 

rains had arrived, it was over-developing daily 
and all we'd managed was a 150 and a couple of 

120's. To make matters more depressing, the 
weekends were the worst and Captain Nick had 
a full itinerary of top pilots ready to pounce on 
any good weather during the weeks. Already the 
effects were starting to show: Urs Haari (CH) 
had a 118 km tandem flight plus a 3400 metre 
height gain, Michi Kobler(CH) gotasolo height 

gain of 3200 metres, and 1udy Leden (UK) had 
a 128 km record flight. 

So we moved base to Kuruman, 150 km west 

of Vryburg with Captain Nick's 1apanese crew. 
On our third day we didn't get away and were 

contemplating re-Iaunching at 1.30 pm. Decid
ing that it was too late for a record flight we 
elected rather to assist Masahiro Minegishi 's (1) 
take-off and head for the swimming pool. He 
ended up making 265 kms! Imagine our motiva

tion in the following days. By the 30th Decem
ber we'd been in Kuruman for six days and our 
best flights were 145 and 105 km . But we were 
now getting away virtually every winch and 
knew that at least 2000 m above ground is 

necessary to fly through the ferocious +8 m/s 
sink. 

New Year's Eve 1992 turned out to beour day. 
We launched from the airfield at 12.15 (Alex) 
and 12.45 (Andrew), both of us getting away 
first time. Perfect medium sized cu's were al
ready formed with cloud base at 4400-4500 m 
ASL (about 3000 m AGL) . The day was almost 
a carbon copy of the perfect day exa ctly one year 

and one month previously when I managed 231 
km: good development to the east and clear sky 
westwards. Alex stayed in the blue thermals 

while I opted for a more direct line in the 

developed sky. 

We followed parallel routes about 200r 30 km 

apart, figuring that this would give our team the 
best possible opportunity. Our two ground 
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crews were feeding us with information and 

encouraging us the whole way. At onestate Alex 
was led from thermal to thermal by a saviour 
eagle who flew parallel to us and seemed to be 
on a similar mission to us. 

Alex kept radioing me that he was 'topping 
out' at 3700 m AGL. But no matter how hard I 
tried, I couldn't seem to get that high. Even by 
thermalling into the cu's and flying out the sides, 
3650 m AGL (5100 m ASL) was the maximum 
I could manage. Only after we landed did we 

realise that it was actually hypoxia talking and 

Alex didn't get that high but was misreading his 
vario! As his hypoxia got worse, Alex had dif

ficulty concentrating on his map. So he fastened 
it to his arm, flew with one hand and held his 
map in front of his eyes. Finally the rest of the 
team realised what was happening and en
couraged him to fly a little lower and sanity 
returned. 

As the da y pro gressed, ti redness started to ta ke 
its toll. We constantly encouraged each other by 
targeting first one town "that's 185 km", then the 
next, "that's 200", and so on. Conditions were 
still strong enough though, and as we got too 

lazy to respond promptly to big turbulence we 
both had wake-up calls - gliders below our feet! 

At +4500 m I have to reduce my bladder pres
sure. It's probably 2' below freezing and rather 
rough. After much fumbling my mind cleared. I 
wondered if +3000 m AGL was a record of 
sorts? 

A s we got closer to Minegishi's target we 

ftstarted to plan carefully. We debated the 
extent of the Kimberley and Bloemfontein 
TMA's with the ground crew and guided each 
other around them. We discussed the huge cu

nimb to our east and how close we should get. 
The gust fronts became stronger so we climbed 

to get over the obvious lines of dust. We used 
the GPS (Global Positioning System) to calcu
late our best glider, and got ground speeds of 
over 85 km/h. But the crew warned us that gusts 
on the ground were exceeding 45 km/h. 

When it was certain that we had beaten 265 
km and the controlled airspace ahead would 

prevent us from attaining a 300 km record flight, 
we decided to land together to make a double. 
But the howling wind and dust storms made it 

impossible for us to find each other and we 

headed off for safe, witnessed landings. 

9.30 pm found the Apco tea m in a one horse 

town keeping the hotel open as we gratefully 
plied our weary ground crewwith alcohol. They 
had made a 1100 km round trip in 38'C with 
many gates to open. Thanks Bridget, Heiner and 
Renier! 

Summary 
Pilots: 
Distance: 
Glider: 
Harness: 

VariolBaro: 
Max Climb Rate: 

Max Climb Gain: 
Max Ileight ASL: 

Alex Louw 
281.5 km 

Apco Astra 30C 
Von Blon 

Flytec3030 
12.0 mls 
3475 m 

4900 
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Andrew Smith 
278.0 km 

Apco Astra 30e 
Apco Secura 
Flytec3030 
7.4 mls 
3640m 
5060 -1+ 
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We sell Moyes Gliders exclusively, 
so if you are interested in a test fly 

I J 
please give us a call. Also some of 
our students are looking for 
Intermediate gliders, so why not 
trade-in your glider on a crisp wing! 

ACCESSORIES 

I U >: Chute Repacks 
Courses 
Flying Suits 

1_ >: Gift Vouchers 
Hand Fairings 
Hang Loops 

> Harnesses 

J 
> Helmets 
> Instruments 

- FLYTEC 
- SJOSTROM 

I[ » Parachutes 
Radios 

- ICOM-UHFNHF 

> Repairs 
> Steel Carabiners 

It »> Tandem Flights 
Tow Releases 
T-shirts 
Used Gliders 
Videos 
Wheels IU: 

Bankcard/Mastercard/Visa 

cr Cto;~)c;~2r ~:5 
'" PO Box 180, Helensburgh, 

N.S. W. Australia. 2508 
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Who Really Invented the Flex-wing Hang Glider? 
Recently I received a surprising 
request from John Dickenson to 

have his story, as written by Mark 
Woodham UK and published in 

Sky Wings, re-printed in 

Skysailor. Initially I was 

disappointed not to be the first to 
publish John's account. Like many 

pilots I had assumed that John 
avoided publicity and had been 

introduced rather reluctantly to 
the flying fraternity at the 

Northern Beaches meetings. How 

wrong can one be! For many years 
John has wondered why he had 

not received acknowledgment of 
his contribution to our sport. It is 
an unfortunate reflection of our 
somewhat casual lifestyle, that 
Australians in general often 

underrate or fail to recognise 
significant achievements in our 

country. 

The following article almost 

happened by accident. During a 
visit to England John discovered 
that no one at the BHP A knew 
who he was. He finally spoke to 

Mark Woodham, who caught up 

with John at Heathrow Airport as 
he was returning to Australia. 

Mark has recorded admirably John 

Dickenson's role in inventing the 

hang glider in Australia. 

It is now exactly 30 years since 
John began to design his hang 
glider. He took risks, crashed 

many times and survived. I invite 
you to read on and be proud that 

John Dickenson, an Australian, 

played such a major part in the 

technical development of the hang 
glider. 

Marie Jeffery 
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John Dickenson's single-Iwnded contribu
tion to sport aviiltion is almost unknown. Mark 
Woodlwms uncovers the amazing story of the 
man who invented the RogaUo hang glider. 

The birth of hang glidingas a sport is popular
ly seen as a Californian phenomenon. Few have 
questioned the notion that Richard Miller, Bill 
Moyes and Bill Bennett brought the Rogallo 
hang glider to the attention of a receptive 
American public in the late sixties . But where 
did they get their ideas from? Miller' s attitude 
to hang gliding was not as a sport but as an 
exercise in freedom. In the days of flower power 
his visions of ' personal motorless flight' and 
'transcendental aerodynamics' attracted popular 
interest. His bamboo and polythenecontraptions 
were a perfect expression of alternative aviation . 
Miller's source was directly from the NASA 
research documentation . Moyes and Bennett, 
however, were much more in the mould of the 
early barnstormers. Both Australians, they came 
to Europe and the States to sell 'kites' as a 
business. But who taught them to fly and where 
did they get their designs from? All paths lead 
back to the little-known John Dickenson, and 
this is his story. 

March 20, 1951 G . S . ROGALLO CT AL 2 ,51(0,076 
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Fig 1 
Flexible Wings 

The starting point for the whole saga is the work 
done by Francis and Gertrude Rogallo in the late 
fortes . Their aim was to construct "A flying 
machine with no rigid element or element 
designed to produce rigidity: a comple tely new 
concept, never seen before, with no model in 
nature" . Their early work is evidenced by their 
1948 Patent (Fig 1), and the photograph of a 
flexible test vehicle typical ofthe period, seen in 
the Langley wi nd tunnel (Fig 2) . 

The Rogallos' invention found moderate suc

cess when it was privately marketed as a toy, but 
it was the space race which began to blossom in 
the mid-fifties that caught the imagination of 
NASA. Francis Rogallo started in 1936 as an 
engineer at the then NACA controlled Langley 
Research Centre, later to take charge of wind
tunnel experiments. 
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Fig 2 
There is a clear line of development from the 

original flexible wing ideas directly into 
paragliding. The Pioneer Parachute Co and Irvin 
Industries manufactured versions of the type as 
the Delta II Parawing. Domina Jalbert also took 
up the flexible wing principle and is now 
credited by some as the 'father of paragliding' . 
But all of these pioneers owe a huge debt to the 
original research work of the Rogallos . 

As the pace of competitive USNUSSR rocket 
development quickened, Francis Rogallo 
adapted and extended the totally-flexible prin
ciple into semi-rigid variants . This mainly in
volved sta bilising the leading edges with 

compressed air beams or rigid structures of 
aluminium tube. There was a great spate of 
creative ideas in this period which culminated in 
the set of patents all dated around the mid to late 
sixties (see Fig 3). 

It was the custom in US Government estab
lishments that once the basic studies of a 
development were completed, private com
panies were invited to ' take the ball and run' 
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with a series of lucrative contracts. The Ryan 
company and North American Aviation were 
awarded mos t of these, and very soon (l ex -wi ngs 
of many shapes, sizes and power plant were 

developed. Apart from (lexi ble re-entry gliders, 
helicopter towed (lex-wings, radio controlled 
self-steering cargo delivery gliders, rocket 

powered escape Rogallo modules, Fleeps and 
Parasevs abounded. Millions were spent on re

search . During this time most of the develop

ments were made available for public 
consumption, and photographs and articles were 
not uncommon in the popular press. Among 
many others, in 1962 Ryan published a photo of 
a Gemini capsule suspended beneath a primitive 
Rogallo wing with pneumaticleadingedges(Fig 

4) . 

But then suddenly the bubble burst and 
development of (lexible wing craft slowed 

dramatically. No further contracts were awarded 
to Ryan or North American. Capsule re-entry 

was to be effected by parachute only, into the 

oceans . The Shuttle principle developed so fast 
it made all the (lexiblewingdeploymentre-entry 
vehicles redundant. Finally the military and 
space agencies lost interest completely, and the 
programme on which millions of dollars had 
been lavished ceased to exist. 

And that is where it would have stopped had 
not several enthusiasts, spread throughout the 

world, seen the possibilities of the Rogallo wing 

as cheap personal aviation. 

The dream of personal aviation 
In 1963 John Dickenson was working in 
electronics, not aviation, and had just moved to 
Grafton, New South Wales, Australia with his 
wife Amy. As a child John was obsessed with 
things that (lew. But as he grew up circumstan

ces forced hi m to trai n for a more down-to-earth 
profession. However, the urge to (ly cannot 
lightly be put aside, and it was on Woolgoolga 

beach that John was spotted (lying a modified 

Benson gyro-plane by officials of the Grafton 

Water Ski Club. The Annual Jacaranda Festival 

was approaching and John, by now a club mem
ber, was drafted in to build and fly a water ski 

kite as part of the show. Ifhe could build and fly 
a gyro-plane, a ski kite should give him no 
trouble. 

The Club expected John to make a conven-
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Fig 5 
major innovations that lead directly to hang 
gliding as we know it today were developed in 
the space of about 6 months! On the lith Dc· 
tober 1963 John filed for a patent and 
Provisional Protection was awarded for the ap
plication numbered 36189/63 (Fig 8). 

Fig 6 
tional flat-kite, thesortthatdoesn ' treally fly but 

goes upwards in drag reaction just due to the tow 
boat speed . This idea was abandoned when John 

discovered that every previous kite flyer at the 

Jacaranda Festival had been injured, and that 
was what everybody turned up for! It was at this 
time that the Gemini photo was released (Fig 4), 
and this seemed to be much more suited to the 

The first gliders had wood leading edges, 
aluminium cross-booms, iron' A' frames and the 

sails were made from blueplasticsheeting. Total 
cost $24! By 1964 all (light and construction 

problems had been sorted. John's Ski Wing, for 

thatis what itwas called, was now made entirely 
out of aluminium, except for the mild steel 'A' 
frame, part-battened sails out of nylon and rig
ging of wire cable. He had designed the nose 
plate so that the leading edges swung into the 
keel, and the cross-boom pivoted, fore and aft, 
for quick knock-down and car-top transport. 
And most importantly, although launch was still 
being towed behind a boat, the landings were 

often made off the tow line in true free-flight. It 
is interesting to note that work on personal 

Rogallos in the States was still a year or so off, 
and when it did start it would go the bamboo, 

plastic and parallel-bars route. 

Francis Rogallo contacts Dickenson 
In 1964 a Brisbane newspaper had published a 
picture of John Dickenson's creation and a man 
called Robi n Bishop had seen it and wrote to his 

friend Francis Rogallo in Virginia, USA ex
plaining that an Australian had independently 

aquatic environment. John saw it in a magazine 
and was inspired . 

It is precisely at this point that history was 
made. Armed with only the photograph, with no 
dimensions or back-up in

formation, John started to 
make models based on the 

flex-wing principle, and 

they (lew - really well . By 

May 1963 he had a half
size model in which he 
could be towed (Fig 5) . 
The full-size version was 
developed and the maiden 
(light was in September 

1963 . Fig 6 shows its 
second flight with Rod 

Fuller as pilot. The Daily 
Examiner of October 
1963 records the event for 

posterity . (Ed's note: The 
photos, Fig 6 & 7, were 
printed on the front page 
of the Daily Examiner, 
Monday October 21 
1963.) Note the weight 
shift single hang point and 
the 'A' frame. All the 
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developed the Rogallo principle into a perfectly 
viable man-carrying aeroplane for so little 
money it was laughable. Understandably inter
ested, Rogallo wrote to John in September 1964 
requesting information. On the 24th November 
the entire plans and general specification of the 
Ski Wing were sent back to him at the Langley 

Research Centre in Virginia . Injust about every 
detail the craft described in the drawings is 
identical to what became known throughout the 
world as the 'Standard Rogallo' and latterly 
'Bog Rog'. We had to waitfor another ten years 
before this type of hang glider started to become 
obsolete. 

In Prancis Rogallo's reply to John dated 29th 
January 1965, he says, and I quote directly: "To 
get back to your glider design, I hope to make 
some copies of your drawings and perhaps have 
some individl~dl or groups build a glider like 
yours locally ... Your design looks better than 
other ski kites that I have seen and I wish you 
great success with it." This is praise indeed from 
the master. 

The first manufacturers 
By 1964 the publicity surrounding the Ski Wing 
was beginning to create a demand and John 
started making and selling the glider to water ski 
enthusiasts . Rod Fuller now drove the boats, 
John did the demo flights and people like Ray 
Leighton bought the early examples. However 

for one reason or another the busi ness of market
ing the hang glider as a tow-launched craft was 
making slow progress. 

They were flying a lot of exhibitions and 
everyone was very enthusiastic, but converting 

interest into sales was an uphill struggle. John 
thinks that it was the dare-devil publicity that 
made people wary. After all the work, they had 
a complete system to sell and John wasn't 
making any money out of it. He was beginning 
to wonder if it was all worthwhile. 

In 1966 a move to Sydney and a meeting with 
Mi ke Burns seemed to open up new commercial 
possibilities. Mike was a graduate aeronautical 
engineer who had independently developed a 
Rogallo-type tow glider called the Ski Plane. His 
company Aerostructures now started to build the 
Dickenson Ski Wing whilst John demo'd it and 

taught people to fly. About this time John set an 
Australian 2 hour endurance record (Fig 9) and 
people like Bill Moyes, Bill Bennett and Gelig
niteJack Murray began to sit up and take notice. 

In March 1967 Moyes and Bennett signed up 
for trial flights . John duly taught them both to 
fly and Bill Moyes bought a kite from Aerostruc
tures. Shortly afterwards the company went 
broke owing John all the commission from the 
wings that had been sold. 

Bill Moyes and John became good friends. 
John willingly donated the design and construc-

tional information of 

Trikes, Trikes, Trikes • • • • 
the Ski Wing to Bill , 
and in the years be
tween 1967 and 1979 
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.... for the best deals on: 

Pegasus Quasar 
Pegasus "Q" 
Pegasus "XL" 

Australia's Airborne EDGE 

.... you can't afford not to contact: 

Gavin Bond on: 
(03) 807 6138 or (018) 557 596 

The Direct Distributor For Solar Wings 
Victoria's Newest Australian Edge Dealer 

a great deal of col
laborative work was 
carried out in the 
search for higher per
formance . It seems 
that Bill was a fear
less flyer and his 

chase for records and 
hang gliding 
publicity created an 
enormous press fol
lowing. Bill Bennett 
was similarly 
motivated and al-
ti tude records see
sawed between the 
two barnstormers. In 
1969-70 Bennett 
moved to the States 

with some gliders 
based on John 
Dickenson's designs 

and set up a manufac
turing business in 
California. Moyes 
was already set up in 
Australia and begin
ning to make it pay. 

It is ironic that at a 
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Fig 9 
time when hang gliding started to fire the 
public's imagination world-wide, John Dicken
son should begin to retreat from involvement 
with its future. Pressures at work, the financial 
implications of the move to Sydney and trying 
to salvage a Diploma in Managementat the Tech 
all contributed to his withdrawal. By late 1969 
John had stopped flying and building, and by 
1973 the collaboration with Bill Moyes was 
over, though they are still good friends. 

John Dickenson's place in history 
It is undoubtedly true that many people from 
many countries made very real contributions to 
the development of the hang glider. The 
phenomenon of parallel development has clear
ly operated to a great extent. Richard Miller in 
the States was blissfully unaware of the work of 
John Dickenson in Grafton as was Mike Burns 
in Sydney. It appears that Tom Purcell Jor flew 
a Rogallo tow vehicle in 1961, and Jim Natland 
and Barry Palmer were also pioneers in the 
mid-sixties. 

Despite all the efforts of these visionary en
gineers, the name of John Dickenson must stand 
alone as the man who created the first complete
ly developed flexible-wing hang glider, with all 
the features we now take for granted. He did it 
in 1963, way ahead of anythi ng that was going 
on in the States. He did it in a small town in 
Australia away from the so-called centres of 
learning. He did it with just one photo as a 
starting point, and he even had a provisional 
patent for it. The whole process was completed 
in a ridiculously short time at hardly any cost. 

Ironically he never made any money out of his 
invention . 

Despite all this, his contribution is not general 
ly recognised, even in Australia . Surely John 
Dickenson's rightful place in history is 
alongside Dr Francis Rogallo. 

© Mark Woodhams 1993 

Amy Dickenson gives John a 
congratulatory kiss on selling an 

Australian endurance record, 1969 
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49 Maude St. ltf~I'M 
Pmut6J\:mEH.~ 

MI MARTHA 3934 

PaPClqlidinq canopies and accessopies - sale & sepvice 

B.H.: 059741599 
All boups: 018 332737 

These products are available from JUSTRA PARAGLIDERS. All are 
manufactured by JUSTRA - STRATOS, which is quickly getting a high 
recognition on European market. In some countries their products 
are being sold under the name of JUNKERS a famous German 
aircraft manufacturer and a major share holder of JUSTRA. Contact 
Jerry Stipek for further information. 
Other dealers: NSW - FUTURE WINGS, Mark Mitsos. Tel.: 042 674570 

SA SCOTT BERESFORT, 08 3222540 

PARAGLIDERS: 
All weights are "ALL UP", sizes projected. 

CLASSIC 25 (60-90 kgs) and 27 (70-100 kg) - New, 1992 design. 
A perfect canopy for the first 20 hours or for those who do not plan to fly 
regularly. Designed to make beginer's life safe and easy. No confusing trim 
or speed system. with maximum stress on stability it is the most forgiving 
canopy one can imagine. It can be deployed hands-free and it recovers from all 
manoeuvres with a minimum los of height. All "A"s SHV, offcourse, with a big 
margin. And on top of this - it even flies well - with gliding ratio 5.3. 
Price? Approx. $2500. 

ACCORD 25 (65-90 kgs) and 27 (75-100 kg) 
suits to a pilot with some short experience already, who wants to fly more and 
better. No worries about stability here either. My own 40 hours under this 
canopy were most safe and enjoyable. walter Besh, SHV test pilot: "Accord has 
better behaviour in most flying situations then other similar paragliders. 
I've never tested canopy with so fast recovery from a negative spin." The 
performance is of an intermediate paraglider and it has been tested with 
I"B"SHV - frontal tuck. It features 4 risers with trim and speed system. 
Available for less then $3000. 

EXCEL 26 (70-90 kgs) and 28 (85-110 kg) 
suits to a more experienced pilot, who wants to fly only the best. That thing 
seems to defy the laws of gravity with 1.1 mls sink rate and 7.4 best glide. 
within only 6 months I logged more than 80 hours (NO, I do not fly full
time. ) 'I I had the pleasure to fly it at many different coastal and inland 
sites and pushed it to the limits. Excel's behaviour was always immaculate. 
Excel debuted In Australian comps by taking third place in Australian open -
in a tough, international, competition. In Europe, beside other successes, 
it's rated among the best paragliders on Italian market - 3 members of Italian 
National Team are flying Excel now. Excel 26 has been tested by SHV with 2 
"B"s - asym. tuck, wingover. Size 28 has "B" on neg. spin as well. It has four 
risers, trim and speed system. Excel costs just over $3500. 

HARNESS 

VICTOR 
comfortable, fully in flight adjustable harness. It has provision for back 
protector and reserve. Large back and bottom pocket, pullies for speed system. 
Approx. $500. unique design back protector available for extra approx. $100. 

RESERVES 

PLUS 23, 25, 31, 34 (opt. weights 80, 95, 110, 120 kg, sink r. 5.7m/s) 
plus reserves have a proven record of saving lives in hang-gliding and 
paragliding accidents. The lowest recorded successful deployment was at only 
30 m. plus reserves are one of the fastest opening reserves available. Tested 
by SHV. All for less than $600. 
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Flying In 
Mixed 
Company
For 
Paraglider 
Pilots 

This article is reprinted from Skywings the 
magazine of the BHPA, though slightly altered 
for Australian readers by Craig Worth: 

Hang gliders are controlled by weightshift, 

whereas paragliders are aerodynamically con

trolled. 

Therefore the posi tion of a hang glider pilot in 

relation to his glider's base bar tells you the 

manoeuvre he/she is attempting. To tum left a 
hang glider pilot will shift his/her body left, and 

right for right. The pilot will push the bar out 
(shift their body backwards) to slow down and 

pull it in (body forwards) to speed up. Hang 

gliders haven't got the pendulum stability that 

paragliders have, and often get turned against 

their will in rough air. Hang gliders have a large 

reserve of speed and some easi I y exceed 50 mph. 

Hang glider pilots have very different fields of 

view compared to paraglider pilots. When ther

mailing this will vary considerably; paraglider 

pilots have uncluttered side vision, whereas the 

hang glider pilot has the lower wing obscuring 
his view in the turn. The pilot will be watching 
intently either side of the wing, but if you are 

sharing a thermal at the same height and the 

glider wing is between you and the pilot, then 

you should assume that you haven't been seen. 

Call out! 

Hang glider pilots are much closer to their 
wing and therefore tend to be better at judging 

vertical separation between their wing and other 

wings. Some paraglider pilots appear to forget 
the odd 4 m or so separating them from their 

aircraft and don't allow for it when vertical 

separation is close in ridge lift. 

Just as in paragliding, the type of glider a pilot 

is flying will tell you a lot about his experience. 

Slower, more forgiving gliders will be flown by 

low-airtime pilots who will need extra room. The 

very low airtimers will have a red ribbon at

tached to the top of the kingpost, as required by 
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the HGFA rules. They will be flying gliders with 
not much double surface (only visible from 

beneath), low aspect-ratio, round-section 
upright tubes (the sloping sides of the control 

frame) and not many battens in the sail. Ex

amples include the Moyes Mission, Moyes XT, 

Airborne Sting or Enterprise Wings Aero. Pilots 

of these machines may be unused to turbulent 
conditions or heavy traffic, so give them extra 
room; don't forget that your canopy generates a 
lot of wake turbulence, which can feel very 

frightening to a low-airtime pilot. Remember 

your first collapse? 

Gliders with large amounts of double surface, 

higher aspect-ratio, and sometimes a cleat on the 
base bar for a Variable Billow (VB) are higher

performance wings and tend to be flown by more 
experienced pilots. Examples include Enterprise 

Wings Combat, Airborne Blitz and Moyes XS. 

The VB is worth noting; it tightens the sail on a 

hang glider and improves the speed and glide. A 
penalty is paid in reduced manoeuvrability and 
poorer handling. When the VB is in the tight 

posi tion, a long length of rope can be seen dan

gling from the base barofthegliderin flight. The 

glider will be a lot slower to turn, and may be 

moving fast. Very fast (or very slow) moving 
gliders generate a lot of wake turbulence. 

One of the biggest differences between hang 

gliders and paragliders is in landing COn

venience. Paragliders may put down on the side 

of a hill but hang gliders need to top or bottom 

land. 'Fly-on-the-wall' slope landings require a 

lot of experience and are potentially very risky. 
They are only possible in light winds and most 

hang glider pilots are unwilling to risk it. 

To de-rig a glider having bottom landed and 

then re-rig it again at the top takes at least an 

hour. Therefore in light winds where gl iders run 

the risk of going down, that little bit of extra 
room you give them or the few minutes you 

allow them alone in the air are very much ap

preciated. This is particularly important imme

diately after take-off when they are getting 

established, or during a sink cycle when they're 

scratching for lift. Pop your canopy in on the 
slope and let them sneak in for a top landing. 

Hang gliders require a take-off and overshoot 

area that is clear of inflat-

have their feet off the stirrup if it's a non

enclosed type. Their legs may be dangling, al
though some pilots don't get out of their 
harnesses until the last moment. Other times 

when the pilot is not full y in the hamess are when 

he orshe has just taken off or is ac}justing it; both 

of these are times when they might not be 100% 

aware of other air users. 

Ridge-hogs who buzz th~ take-off area are 
irritating and may collide \\1th parked gliders or 

spectators. Also unpopular with hang gliders are 

slow moving canopies in front of a landing area . 
For all the reasons menlioned above but also 

because the wake turbul cnce rolls across the hill 

and catches them at the worst time, when they 
are flying on the upril;hts for landing and thus 
have reduced contrell authority. Cross-wind 

landi ngs for paragliders are not a problem 

generally, but if a wing drops on a hang glider 

in the last stages of landing the corner of the 

A-frame may contact the ground hard, with ex
pensive and possibly painful results. In stronger 

winds pilots of both disciplines may help each 
other out by exerci!;ing the duties of a nose or 

anchor man as appropriate, but you should never 

get involved in either of these roles unless you 

are absolutely sure of what you are doing. I'm 
not too keen on the idea of an anchor man for 

paragliders, simply because if you can't take off 

unassisted then the wind is too strong for you to 

fly . However, where space is at a premium or 

members of the public are nearby then the 

anchor man makes good sense. Hang glider 
pilots need a nose man in moderate or strong 

winds and even in light winds a nose man can 

help keep a lookout for aircraft already in the air, 

given the reduced upward vision of a hang glider 

pilot when clipped in. 

If the opportunity should arise a paraglider 

pilot should fly with a tandem rated hang glider 
pilot in an appropriate tandem hang glider. This 

would help gain an instant understanding of the 

problems hang glider pilOts have in mixed com

pany,just getting to know the site from the hang 

glider pilots' point of view by chatting to them 

will make the site safer, more enjoyable and 
easier to fly for both parties . + 

Position Vacant 
Qualified Instructor 

Hang Gliding 

ing canopies. Hang 

gliders cannot easily 

abort a take-off; one of 
the worst things for a 

hang glider committed to 

a take-off or an overshoot 

is to see a canopy pop up 

from just over the lip of 

the hill. On a light wind 

day be very aware of the 

landing approaches and 

overshoot area for hang 

gliders. 

For the winter season in Cairns 
Must have good late model vehicle 

Excellent wage package 

Hang glider pilots 

about to land will have 

their harness unzipped if 

it's a pod type or will 
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Can arrange accommodation 

Phone WaIWick Gill 
070563333 
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New Product - GPS 

(Global Positioning System) 

Parachute Video 

So you want to know more about the A.I.R. 

The following record and record attempt have 
been lodged for approval. 

Performance: 283.85 km 

"ICOM Australia, the distributors of the well 
known A20 and 40G handheld radios, have just 
released a pocket sized Global Positioning Sys
tem for sport aviation pilots. 

Powered Rocket Motor from Second Chantz? 
The company has produced a video showing 
deployments of their new systems both in the air 
and on the ground. 

For $13.90 plus p & p, the video is available 
from Australian agent Chris Hunter, 13 
Bamview Court, Morphettvale SA5162, phone: 
083220813. 

Type of record: straight distance 
Name: Alex Louw 
Nationality: South African 
Class 
& category: paragliding, General category 

The new lcom GPS (the GP22) can accurately 
pinpoint your location with an accuracy of 15 
metres. It is extremely lightweight (330 gms), 
uses an advanced satellite tracking system with 
five channels in parallel used, and is able 

F AI Australian Record Conrmned 

Judith Goldstone completed a 50 km triangle 
at an average speed of 20.65 km/hour at Forbes 
early this year. 

Press Release 

Carl Braden will be flying an Airborne 
Windsports Blitz at the forthcoming World 
Championships in the Owens Valley, USA. 

New FAI World Record 

Date: 
Glider: 
Site: 
Previous World 
Record: 

Name: 
Nationali ty: 
Class 

31.12.92 
Apco Astra 30C 
Kurman Airfield 

Urs Haari, Switzerland 
- 227.65 km 

Jiirgen Stock 
Austria 

& category: Paragliding, General category 
Type of record : Speed over a 25 km triangular 

course 
Perfor claimed: 16.13 km/h 
Date: 20 April 1993 
Nat Aero Club: Ostereicher Aero Club 

to store up to 93 
way points in its 
internal 
memory. 

The Icom 
GP22 is splash 
resistant, comes 
with its own in
ternal battery 
and will operate 
up to 300 
minutes con
tinuously 
without any ex
terna I power 
supply. Robbie Whittal (UK) has flown 252 km dis

tance via a single turnpoint on a prototype 
Firebird Navajo paraglider. The flight took place 
atKuruman Airfield,South Africa on 22January 
1993. The previous world record for this clas
sification was 109.32 km by Willi Muller. 

Glider: Pro Design Type 
Challenger C25 

Site: Steinerkogelhaus, Austria 
Present 
World Record: New 

Unique features of the lcom GP22 are its small 
size, easily fitting into the palm of your hand and 
its ease of use. You do not need to be a computer 
programmer to operate the GP22! 

There is no reason to get lost any more. The 

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS 
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease 
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in 
difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) 
make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and 
intennediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise and even convince the 
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified ca nopy (Bezau Austria 

'92) and the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750 

CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate 
class, a well proven performer under varied conditions as well as good
natured ness in difficult piloting situations. Excellentglide ra tio (measured 

at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of speed system extends speed 
range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both begilUling and intermediate 
pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3850 

DIABLO New for '92, good perfonnance intennediate canopy, 3 riser, 

'aminated upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A' 

certification, from $3250 Challenger C (Expert) 

Corrado Challenger 
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Like a second cbance? Our emergency paracbutes start from $595 witb long or sbort bridle. 
HaD wind speed indicators - $45.00. 
Harnesses - several types available. 

Call for prices on second-hand canopies from $1200 

Garry Stevenson 
34 Cambra Road Belmont Vic 3216 

Phone 018351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185 
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase *** 
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Joe Scott triking near Byron Bay - p Matt Colbey 

about real effects of the 
dorsal protection har
nesses. Only 8 pages of 
this 36 page report are in 
English, however any 
pilots wishing more in
formation may contact 
Stuart Andrews on 069 
484461. 

Ultralight News 

Pacific Ultralights 
monthly is a newspaper 
to be released during the 
first week of July, in 
newsagents for $3 per 
copy and by subscrip
tion across Australia . 

GP22 will give you your actual groundspeed, 
your track made good, the bearing to your des
tination and the distance left to travel plus much 
more. The GP22 can be fitted to your hang glider 
or trike or strapped to the pilot. 

It will cover home building, coming events, 
personality interviews, new products and in
novations, club events, classified ads and much 
more. 

For more information, contact Rod Birrell of 
Ultralight Flying Machines on 03 4312131. 

Survey of Paragliding Harnesses 

Scorpio (F) has released a study concerning 
shock absorption power of the main existing 
paragliding harnesses on the market. 

The survey has been made by an Institute 
specialising in packaging technics and Scorpio 
believes it important to inform free flying pilots 

The publication is also looking for articles on 
topics from fibreglassing to aluminium welding, 
aircraft design and meteorology, with a free 
twelve month subscription as payment. 

Subscriptions are $30 for twelve issues, pay
able by cheque or money order to: John Read 
Aerodynamics, Trust Account No 4, 6-71 Gould 
St, Frankston Vic 3199. Phone 03 781 1360 for 
more information. 

FASCINATION OF 
OUR NEW LINE 
ALTO VARIO BASIS 
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario 
analog/digital. Audio - ASI system 
• Memo for 5 flights 

ALTO VARIO CLASSICI 
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION 
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard 
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Au
dio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator 
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed 
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights 
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION 
• Resolution 1 m (3ft) up to 6000 m (18000ft) 
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable 
max. 70 h • Speed values storable 
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232) 
connector for printout 

Australian Distributor: 

Airwave News 

The British Open Hang Gliding romp was 
won by Mike Stephens flying an AilWave K5 
hang glider, while Mark Chick flying an Air
wave K4+ finished second. 

The new 1993 
sailing range in
cludes everything 
from full on wave 
sails, ideal for in
creasing your air
time(see photo) to 
total speed slalom sails for those who like flying 
closer to the surface. 

At the International Cross Country meet held 
at Governador Valadares in Brazil, Phil Haegler 
fI ying a K4 placed first, while Guy Haegler on a 
K4 came third. 

Airwave has released its tandem paragliderthe 
Tango. The sail is made from Porcher Skytex 
Nylon with 1.5 and 2 mm lines of 
Aramid/polyester.1t has a three riser system and 
colour coded lines for pre-flight ease. AFNOR 
certification: 12 x A (X brace harness); 11 x A, 
1 x B (standard harness). 

Hang Gliding Posters! 

Have those great photos from the HGFA 
calendar laminated into permanent posters. Now 
$5 pi us postage and packing. ContactHGFA069 
472888. + 

12/30 Kalamo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395 
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The Australian Team -
Yesterday's Heroes? 

Mter much controversy, the Australian Team 
was selected for the World Champicnships in 
the Owens Valley, USA. The six man team 
consists of; Captain Extraordinaire, Drew 
Cooper; Carl Braden; Russ Duncan; Mark 
Newland; Steve Moyes and Dave Adams. 

The Owens Valleyisa uniqueplaceto tlyhang 

gliders. Oxygen is a necessity, as altitudes of 
18000 - 20000 feet are normal. The conditions 
can be extreme, to say the least, with 2000 foot 
per minute thermals a common feature. An equal 

amount of sink at the edge of the thermal causes 
a reasonably high rate of tumbling. 

The Australian team selection process, like the 
British system, is one of a committee selecting 
the national team. This is in contrast to the 
American system in which the team is selected 

directly off the National Ladder. The committee 
system allows a team to be selected on the basis 
of a pilot's proven performance on the national 
ladder, as well as performance at the particular 
venue for the championship. 

The selection committee is made up of a rep
resentative from the HGFA, the team coach and 
the number-one ranked pilot, who brings for
ward the view of the top twenty eligible pilots 

from the national ladder. 

The committee, which in effect includes the 

twenty eligible pilots, selected the team to in
clude Carl Braden as the highest team scorer at 
the pre-worlds with an individual result of 3rd 

South Australian 
State Paragliding 
Competition 

The State comp held over the Easter holidays 

was our first and like 95% of all comps, not 
without problems and controversy. Base was 
Snowtown which has ridges to 600 feet, cover
ing 270· wind direction and a tow paddock, all 

within 30 minutes. 

Anticipating a casual affair, wedid not expect
ing an inOux of ambitious interstate pilots and 
visiting Europeans. To our amazement we had 
23 entrants, the majority from interstate. The 
forecast for Easter was fine with light to 

moderate NE winds and a change approaching 
Monday night. The mid north has ridges for all 
directions except NNE, so from day one the 
pressure was on. A lot more pilots than expected 

and the wrong winds. Towing was an option but 
only two winches and very little tow experience 

burnt our drawcard. Two other possibilities, Pt 
Pass and Mt Horrocks, 11/2 hours from base 
were an option but we were regrettably unable 
to gain access from landowners. The day ended 
with some towing and evening glides. 
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place, and Russell Duncan who was the second 
highest team scorer at this competition. Both 
Carl and Russell were not in the top six on the 
national ladder and therefore would have missed 

out on the team had it been sel ected strai ght from 
the national ladder. 

The team selection is heavily weighted 
towards results and experience at the site of the 
world championships. The team members all 
competed in the pre-world championships and 

most have had experience at the Owens during 
at least two other international competitions. 

Rowan Holtkamp and Mike Zupancachieved 
excellent results in Australia last season. They 
are now both placed in the top six on the national 
ladder, however were not selected for the 1993 
worlds team as neither have experience at the 

Owens Valley. If the world championships were 
to be held at the Flatlands (Forbes), I would 
imagine that both Mike and Rowan would be 

serious contenders for the team. The deciding 
factors for team selection at this competition 

would have to be towing and tlatland tlying 

experience. 

In 1983 the Australian Government, for the 
firsttime, recognised Hang Glidingas a national 
sport and provided financial assistance to the 
team through Institute of Sport grants. This 
enabled Australia to send the first full strength 

team to an international competition. Since that 
time Australia has won two Gold Medals and 
England three Gold Medals. 

Australia and England have produced the most 
successful teams over the last decade using the 

com mi ttee based sel ection process. In 1983 

Australia won the Worlds in Germany with 

Day 2 with an identical forecast, the decision 
to venture north to Mt Horrocks was made. Dean 
Herde the owner of Spear Creek was waiting for 
us with two landrovers. Mt Horrocks is part of a 
northsouth range which is 2400 ASL with un
limited tlatlands over the back. The ridge has a 
westerly aspect but generally will work on any 

light to moderate day with convection up the 
face. Mter the rough 4WD track to a shoulder 
twothirds up the face we trekked the extra 600' 

to the top. Except for low prickles, the ridge is 

treeless, large enough to launch fifty wings at 
once. The view over the gulf, the Oats behind 
and the endless ridge to the left and right lcaves 
no barriers to the imagination. A race to goal to 

Mowbra y Creek was set and the wi ndow opened 
at 3.30. The first two pilots in the air immedi
ately encountered thermals, gained a thousand 
feet and headed towards goal. Being late in the 

day the thermal strength was diminishing and 
converting into smooth ridge lift. The day 
finished with maximum distances of 12 kms 

from IIeikeand Ken Mitchelhill,and other pi lots 

achieving good distance. 

Day 3 was similar forecast but with a pos
sibility ofNW. Early observation found IIlawar
ra working and cycling at JO am. The window 
opened at 11.30 but the cirrus cloud had 

blanketed the area and wind had freshened, 
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England placing second. The Kossen Worlds in 
1985 saw the Aussies second to the British. 
Australia won at Mount Buffalo in 1988with the 
Americans placing second and England third. 

The Aussies were relegated to second place 
behind the Brits on the last day of the 1989 
Worlds in Switzerland. 

The Australian team performed poorly at the 
1991 World Championship in Brazil. In fact, 
this result was the worst for an Australian hang 

gliding team in 10 years of serious international 
competition. Australia finished fourth with the 
pommies once again first, Brazil second and the 
USA third. 

The committee based system works, but only 

if the pilots on the team place their country 
before their factory . For many pilots, factory 
support is essential to help meet the cost of 
international competition. However, the whole 

basis of international competition is that pilots 
are representing their nation, and thus the nation 

should always be put ahead of the manufacturer. 

The Australian team comprises six extremely 
talented pilots. Alone they will not win the com
petition for their country. A win to Australia can 
only be achieved if all team members tly 
together as a team. An important feature of a 
good team is communication, both in the air and 
on the ground. 

The Australian team will remain "Yesterday's 

Heroes" unless they have the strength to stick 
together and tly as a team, as they did so suc
cessfully during the 1980's. 

Regards and Good Luck! 

Rick Duncan + 

breaking up any thermal activity. Pilots were 
bombing out and no one making minimum dis
tance led to the round being non valid. A new 
task was CA111ed . The wind, bei ng fresh and cross, 
was not ideal conditions and two pilots tlew past 
minimum distance to make the round valid. 

Day 4 saw the forecast for strengthening 
winds ahead of a SW Change quite accurate. 
Strong winds and overcast skies at IIlawarra 

made it impossible to have a final round. After 
solving minor problems with maps and the com

puter program, we eventually CA1me to a final 
result of Ken Mitchelhill and Heike equal first. 

It was disappointing to have adverse conditions 
but pleasing to have an excellent attendance 
from interstate. 

The following days saw a migration of hungry 
pilols to our south coast which once agai ntumed 

on and provided fun flying al Seaford and 
Blowhole for a few days. Our si les have never 
seen so many punlers at once and I"m sure we 
will see our visilors agai n. 

Thanks to Mark Richards for organising the 

comp and Gary Stockton for fax and compuler 

expertise, and to anyone else who put a finger 
in, or up. Looking forward to the nexl compo 

Rick Wilson -I-
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3rd Women's World 
Championships 

by Marieleffery 

Japan, land of cherry blossoms, sake and the 
bullet train. Also host to the 3rd Women's World 
Hang Gliding Championships, held near Nanyo 
City, Yamagata Prefecture, approximately 250 
kilometres north of Tokyo. The country's 
hospitality and organisation for such events is 

without equal. Conditions for flying, however, 
are not often recalled so fondly. Nevertheless, 
54 women from 13 countries had gathered to fly 

their best in whatever conditions offered. Our 

team consisted of Jenny Ganderton, Helen Ross, 
Birgit Svens, Toni Noud, Leith Silva and Mar

jorie Beattie. 

A new launch atop Mt Takatsumuji (700 m 
ASL) proffering all launch directions except 
north, had been cleared for the competition, 
complete with car park, amenities and newac

cess road. A huge public car park had been 
carved out of the hillside below the old launch 

and buses ferried the public to and from the 
mountain area all day. For Paulo, one of the wind 

techs, it also made an ideal landing area when 
the gaggle of gliders became too chaotic! The 
competition was supported by the township and 

many people had been recruited. There were any 

number of translators, ground crew to help carry 
gliders, pleasant smiling ladies providing 
refreshments all day every day and bus drivers. 
Phil Beck and Lee Scott added an Australian 

flavour to the launch officials. Paul Mollison 
was a steward and Brett Atkinson had been 

enlisted to follow the girls each day to capture 
in-flight video footage . 

I arrived in Nanyo after 5 days around Tokyo 
to hear the usual statement, "It's been Cyable for 

the past 10 days!" Unfortunately bad weather 

was forecast for the competition. All of our team 
had been to Japan at least once before so there 
would be no surprises. 

Official registration day allowed the full range 
of organisation to swing into action. Years of 
planning would now be tested. In the bustle of 
pilot registration, old acquaintances were 
renewed, names recorded and bags of goodies 

handed out. The pilots were keen to fly, but the 

officials wanted no-one to fly until 2 pm and 

then to have landed and be ready for the parade 
at 4 .15. Conditions were quite cold and windy, 

though smooth, and many didn't fly . 

The parade and Opening Ceremony, complete 

with local dignitaries and members of the Royal 
family, bore witness to the huge budget allo
cated for the event. The Opening Party was then 
held at the new Sports centre built lastJuly, and 

the addi tional speeches were as abundant as the 

food spread lavish . Promptly at 9 pm the Open
ing Party was declared over. Everything is run 
like clock-work in this country! 

The official practice day arrived windy and 

bitterly cold. Pilots launched from the southerly 
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take-off and had to be content with extended 

glides or ridge soaring of Nanyo hill. 

The first competition day saw a light southerly 
and our girls with high launch numbers elected 

to go early. They encountered slow c1imbouts 
and several inversion layers. The task was ap
proximately 23.5 kilometres via a turnpoint. The 
later pilots who worked long and hard to get 
extremely high, had gone very deep into the 
mountains and made better distance. The Aus

sies placed 7th for the day. 

Due to bad weather there would not to be 
another valid day for a week! One day saw half 
the field called out of the sky with the radio 

pagers been distributed to all competitors in the 

face of a 40 mph gust front. Several pilots had 

adrenalin pumping landings while those left on 
the hill struggled to pack up as the rain and dust 
turned our gliders to mud-coated wings. Other 
days were invalid because the number of pilots 
required to fly the minimum scoring distance 
(5.5 kIDs!) was never enough. Other days saw 
rain and strong cold· winds cancelling the task. 

We always waited in hope atop the hill where 
lunches and a endless supply of coffee, tea, fruit 
and chocolate was available. 

Finally another valid day. The task was a 

straight distance of 11.5 kIDs and scored 635 
points. Large gaggles laboured in the light slow

rising thermals. Rain set in for the evening and 
the Aussies remained as though weighted with 
lead in 7th place. 

Next day the same task was called, with Helen 
and Toni into goal. Jenny's tenacity saw her 

ridge soar for more than an hour on a re-flight to 
slowly climb out and land 2.5 kIDs short of goal. 

Many other pilots had long since canned the day 
and gone to land in the official bomb-out. 

More rain overnight and throughout Friday 
April 30th, caused the day to be cancelled at 1 

pm. We were down to our reserve day and still 

needed one more valid task. Perhaps the com
petition would not be a valid world Champion
ship. 

May 1 cleared to a low base which by 10.30 
am was overclouding. The clouds did look fan
tastic. The temperature dropped and ice fell out 
of the sky - twice. Would we really be denied 
one last task to make a valid comp? Pilots and 

officials waited patiently, almost resigned now, 

to whatever nature would provide. An optimistic 

task of25.2 kIDs via two turnpoi nts had been set. 

The officials called a pilot briefing and asked 

permission to extend the window an extra hour. 

The weather just might improve. As the time for 
ordered launch approached pilots began to 
move. Several pilots had slow descents to the 
bombout. Successive glides slowed and some 
pilots started to maintain. Almost in amazement 

some pilots found themselves slowly climbing. 
And suddenly the race was on, pilots were cir

cling to base and heading off. From launch itwas 
exciting to watch as the entire course was in 

sight. Each team leader urged his/her pilots on 

until 10 pilots finally made it into goal. Helen 
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, 
and Toni flew the entire course together assist
ing and encouragi ng each other with their radio 
talk. 

At the Closing Ceremony there was almost a 
sense of relief. The competition officials, spon

sors and the pilOts were happy. We had a valid 

world competition with a new champion. It was 
time to say goodbye to friends and the astound

ing hospitality of the Japanese. There had been 
activities to attend every night during the last 

week and the Japanese were delighted at the 

huge interest displayed in their culture. We had 
attended traditional tea ceremonies, dancing, 
flower arranging, kimono and drumming les
sons and enjoyed ourselves immensely. 

Throughout it all the ever-smiling and helpful 
Marie Tokita translated, solved problems for 
those girls not so conversantwith Japanese ways 
and was always there as a friend. The 

Australians sadly farewelled Marie and her hus

band, knowing it would be sometime before we 
would return to Japan . 

As a team assistant I must congratulate our 

pilots on their performance in what were less 
than ideal and encouraging hang gliding condi
tions. The team was extremely cohesive and I 
believe it was the strongest team unit yet to have 
represented Australia in women's competitions. 
Ajobwell done, considering few of our women 

ever fly together in Australia. 

On behalf of the Women's hang gliding team, 
I would like to thank our team leader Warren 
Burgess and assistants Drew Cooper and Marie 
Jeffery for their help at the 3rd Womens Worlds 
in Japan. We all worked well as a team and 
couldn't have done it without the above people. 
The organisation was terrific. Unfortunately the 
weather didn't uphold that same value. 
Team Member, Marjorie Beattie 

Teams: 

1 Switzerland, 2 France,3 Germany, 4 Australia 
Individual : 

1 Fran~ise Dieuzeide-Banet (F), 2 Kari Castle 
(USA), 3 Isabelle Pia get (CH), 4 Diane Ecoeur 

(CH), 5 Judy Leden (UK), 6 Masumi Goda (J), 

7 Annelise Mueller (CH), 8 Rosemarie Brams 

(0),9 Helen Ross (Aus), 10 Anja Kohlrauch (D) 
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State, Club and Region News 
Queensland 

Townsville Hang Gliding 
Association 

There have been a few personal records broken 
in Townsville recently. More accurately, outside 

Townsville. Five of us sat atop Mt Inkerman, 
125 kms south, for seven hours. The wind blew 
south, our take-offs being SE and SW, for four 
hours before dropping. A mouth-watering ther

mal had us leaping into our harnesses and we 
waited for the next one. It never arrived. We left. 

A week later Sean got record height there and 
Graham radioed down from 4000 ft that he was 
going to fly back to Townsville and we were to 
pick him up there. He landed just 122 kIDs short 
but it was the best flight of the day. 

Brad joined the elite who have caught that 
elusive Donnington thermal and reached 45()() 

ft, returning to the airstrip only to tell us how 

wonderful it was and showing absolutely no 
compassion for those us who haven't. Peter also 
got 15()() ft under tow - from a 1400 ft rope! 

Peter and I had 3 days at Rex's, Cairns. Peter 

flew to Port Douglas and Mossman on succes
sive days despite warnings from the Cairns boys 
that, "There are a hell of a lot of trees between 
here and there." I broke my height and duration 
records flying the ridge - a great confidence 

booster. 

Finally, we bid farewell to Sean who is head

ing to Byron Bay. Easily recognisable by his 

huge shoulder and upper arm muscles 
(developed one day at Donnington when the 
electric rewind for the winch broke), Sean has 

been invaluable in keeping the winch and tow 

car working. We're now looking for someone 
else with a bighammer! Good luck to you, Kerry 
and the baby. Do send us a postcard telling us 
whatridgesoaring is like; noneofus can remem
ber! 

Robin Dawson, Secretary 
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club 
Over the Labour Day weekend, I had the 

privilege of visiting Inglewood where a con

gregation of ultralight, hanggl ider,sailplane and 
GA pilots as well as Bill and Steve Moyes with 
a tug for aerotowing, proceeded to extravagantly 
indulge their passion for flying. Our thanks go 
to Bill for the 130 tows he did over the weekend, 
the gliders he brought and tqat Steve fixed when 
we bent them; John Durand for his selfless devo
tion to tandem flights; Wayne Fisher for the 

. aerobatics and two ups as well as the many other 
pilots who took joy flights or otherwise shared 

their aircraft, lore and wisecracks. Also to the 

Lions Club of Inglewood for feeding and water

ing us so splendidly on Sunday night. Put a ring 
around this date next year. 

More than six months of the year in our area 
offer prime flying conditions - during Autumn 
and Spring. Dry conditions gave us a superb 
Autumn this year with lots of long flights, new 

PBs for quitea few pilots, new pilots doing their 
first cross country flights as well as a new site 
record for Beechmont. A few months ago I 
managed tostumbleout to Cecil Plains (208 kID) 

in 5 hrs 15 mins and was happily in the process 

of shouting drinks in the bar when Dave Staver 
also landed there (6 hrs 45 mins!) after we had 

had no fixed goal and no radio contact for the 
last three hours. Scott Tucker also flew to Wi th
cott (130 kIDs) that day. 

A number of pi lots have achieved good flights 
visiting Millmerran every second weekend 
(sometimes every weekend) and car towing. 
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Tony Knight, 
Chris Aniftos 
and Dave 
Sa krzewski 

have made it to 

Chinchilla (125 

kms) and Brian 
Hansen had his 
first 100 km 
flight in the 
same direction . 
Chris has also 

completed a 
120 km triangle 
her and Tony a 
140 kID dogleg. 

Over the Easter 

break Dave 

Staver and 

Dave Redman braved the trees to the west of 
Millmerran with the former making 160 km 
towards Miles and the latter 80 kms. 

Back to Beechmont, on the same weekend, 
John Durand, Glen McLeod and myself flew to 
Withcott (130 kID) on Sunday and again on 

Monday. Also on the Monday Trevor Presland 
wound it down in Boonah (50 kID) in his Sting. 

I have been fortunate enough to fl y a roughl y 100 
km course from Tambo to Little Widgee to 

Rathdowney to Canungra . Dave Staver got lost 

in Lost World flying from Tambo but got back 

to Canungra (60 kID) . Ken Hill almost made 
Warwick via Killarney (100 km) . And as late as 
the 12May,1 flew over Cunningham's Gap from 
Beechmont and then on past Warwick to Karrara 
(165 kms). John Durand also landed on the 
western side of the Gap (85 km), the scary side, 

that day. there have also been innumerable 
flights up to 70 km and I apologise to those 
whose flights I have omitted for lack of room, 

wit and memory. 

As an aside, after putting up with rabbits, mice 

and prickly pears, we now have ... Dave's. A 

common radio conversation here will begin with 
"Dave copy Dave" . That great new sport, 'Dave 
Baiting', is played by loudly calling "Dave" on 
takeoff. My PB for turned heads is five but there 
is a lot of room for improvement. They love it 
too. 

Gordon Bieske, Secretary 

New South Wales 

, 
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 

Hello Skysailor readers. The club is getting 
serious with the administration side of things. 

Our Annual General Meeting will be held on 1 
June 1993. 

At that meeting the following business will be 

completed: 

1. Election of executive committee comprising 
3 persons: President, Secretary and 
Treasurer. 

2 . Election of s tanding committee members 
comprising 3 persons. These committee 
members will be responsible for specific 
tasks either ongoing or as required. Current 
tasks to be delegated are Winch Director 

who is responsi ble for storage, mai ntenancc 
and security of the winch. 

Public Relations Officer who is responsible 

for all PR matters including recruitment, 
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andwecanonly 
use it very in
frequently with 
the kind per
mission of the 
Auto-gyro club 
who were 
operating 
whilst we were 
towing. If you 
think a trike is 
noisy you ought 

to hear one of 
these machines 
when it does a 

Ross Duncan's student tries the new Airborne Buzz, Newcastle 

low pass over 
your head. Use 
of the strip is 
finite for 

advertising/improving the club image with 
other clubs, HGFA members and the public. 
The Public Relations officer also acts as 
assistant to the Secretary. 

3. Subscription level for 1993/94 to be set. 

4. Club registered address - to be decided. 

5. Operational Guide-line to be laid down for 
use of the winch . (Responsibility of Winch 
Director) 

6. Centralised filing and record system to be 
established. 

7. Funding for special projects to be discussed. 

8. Finalising and ratify wording of club con

stitution. 

By the time tbis appears in print that meeting 
will be over. Decisions taken on above matters 
will appear in July Skysailor. 

On Sunday 2 Maya number of us with gliders 
and winch in tow descended on a large paddock 
near Campbelltown with the intention of doing 
some towing. However, after half an hour of 
crashing through 6' high weeds and grass we 
decided that it was impractical and headed off 
down to Mt Kiera, a light NE being predicted. 
On arrival we found the wording 'light NE' to 
be an understatement. IT was in fact better 
described as a dead flat calm. Now the ramp at 
Kiera isstill rather short for nil wind takeoffs but 
eventually 4 of us braved it. In order of launch: 
Nigel, Alan, myself and Dawson. All of us did a 
glide down to the University landing area. Not 
the most successful flying day ever but still very 

good fun. 

Still on the winch . We have had a 
breakthrough of sorts in finding somewhere to 
tow in the Western Suburbs of Sydney. We have 
secured the occasional use of an airstrip which 
is used by an Auto-gyro club. We spent a day 

successfully towing from there on Sunday 9 
May. Although the day was overcast with light 
winds eventually settling into rain by late after
noon, it was great fun. First time I've ever seen 

my house at St Mary's from the air in a hang 

glider. 

This strip is very politically sensitive though, 
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everybody in

cluding the Gyrocopter pilots because it will lie 
within the ground level control zone of 
Bodgery's Creek Airport when that is estab
lished. 

That's all for now. 

David Middleton, 
President 

Stanwell Park Snippets 
The gauntlet was thrown down! A handful of 

intrepid SPHGC pilots accepted the challenge to 
meet with the Newcastle Club once again, this 
time at Manilla-Tamworth, over Easter. Bravely 

we fought against all odds, with most of us being 
novice or just turned intermediate pilots. Dick 
Heffer graciously joined Greg Smith, Stuart 
Prosser and Andrew Nethery to fly our flag, wi th 
myself and One Other making it over the back 
to have our scores counted to the team's detri
ment! 

Newcastlesported some 30 pilots, 25 of whom 
scored points. 

We lost. 

But we don't care as base was 7000-8000' 
every day. Blue skies with fluffy white clouds 
abounded. Tasks were set between 60 and 85 km 

and we turned a ridiculous amount of circles . 

Stuart, Dick and Andrew made goal on Day 2 
(yes, there was a pub there) with Dick and Greg 
being the only pilots to make goal on Day 4. 

We'd all like to say a big thank you to Andrew 
Pepper for his warm welcome, advice, driving 
and for handling admirably the unfortunate ac
cident that occurred towards the end of the last 
day . 

Sadly, Good Friday saw another mid-air col
lision at Stanwell Park. A visiting unlinancial 

paraglider pilot (who lied about being financial) 
was performing a spiral dive close to the hill and 
flew into a hang glider, flipping the glider which 
collapsed and spiralled into the hill. The pilot 
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(also unfmancial) suffered only a broken ankle 
while the paraglider pilot landed unhurt. The 
hang glider narrowly missed falling onto spec

tators. 

This really leaves us no choice but to ask all 
pilots before flying at Stanwell Park TO 
PRODUCE PROOF OF MEMBERSHIP, 
RATING AND LOGBOOK. No proof, no fly. 
We want to keep this site. 

And remember to watch where you are going, 
especially when turning and especially when 
flying in crowded air. 

Thanks to Mark Newland for displaying his 

Desire at the April meeting, and to Eric Waite 
for talking to us about the 1994 Hargrave Cen

tenary. 

Commiserations to Mark Muller for not being 
able to differentiate between Mt Kiera and Mac
quarie Pass. 

Stanwell Park is quieteni ng down for wi nter as 

intrepid pilots head north or overseas in search 
of warmer climes. Just a few pink faces with 
chapped lips and furry ear muffs brighten up 
Bald Hill. Indeed paraglider pilOts are, as we 

write, stowing away their colourful summer 
pants and blowing the mothballs off more 
sombre attire. 

It is rumoured that Safety Officers on Bald Hill 
will be asked to don red peak-caps to make them 
readily identifiable. I hop they come with ear 
warmers and a chin strap. 

Anyone who is intending to fly at Bald Hill 
should read the article "Notice to Pilots Intend
ing to fly at Stanwell Park" published in this 
issue, and bring a woolly balaclava with them . 

The winter weather means pilots are doing big 

nose plants down the chute as they get fooled by 
the katabatic winds and find themselves flying 

tailwind towards the ocean. 

Katabatic winds occur as the sun's heating 
lessens: the ground cools as does the air above 
it. This cooler air, being more dense than the 
surrounding air, seeks the lowest level, so the air 
from the hi lis flows down the slopes towards the 
centre of the valley. 

This means that even when it feels southeast 
on the hill, it might be west at the bottom, 
especially in the 1st hour or so before sunset as 
the sun leaves Stanwell Park. Look at the direc

tion of smoke from chimneys in the park; look 
at the water on the lagoons; note any changes in 

ground speed in anyone direction as you get 
lower. If in doubt approach along, and land on 
the beach in front of the chute. 

If you've misjudged and are heading tailwind 
down the chute, don't hesitate to turn and fly 
along the beach to land; don't keep flying 

towards the ocean hoping you're going to slow 
down . 

Plans are afoot for the Lawrence Hargrave 
Centenary. Steve Hocking visited the cl ub at the 
May meeting (along with Eric Waite) and men

tioned the possibility of a comp being held each 
month through 1994 at different locations in 
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ... 
NSW, along with various other plans. A sum
mary of events/ideas/how to hel p etc wi II appear 
in Skysailor. 

Qub meetings are at 7.30 pm on the first 
Sunday of the month at the Helensburgh 
Work.mans Club. Matters of safety are now dis
cussed prior to the meeting by the Safety Com
mittee and a summary provided to the main 
meeting for commentsjvotes etc, leaving the 

meeting free for theory and/or entertainment. 
Everyone is welcome and we particularly en
courage novice pilots who fly or intend to fly at 
Stanwell Park. 

That's all folks. 

The Snippets Team 

This month's meeting was again well at
tended. It is good to see so many new faces 
coming along, many of whom are paraglider 
pilots. 

Grant and Tove Heaney informed us that they 
are organising a tow endorsement weekend 

shortly which includes a theory night for anyone 
in teres ted. 

We appointed a club librarian to catalogue and 
file all our old mags and other I iterature we have 
collected over the years. Thanks, Duncan Kelly. 

It was decided that the ACTIlGA AGM will 
be held on 5 July 1993,7.30 pm at the Deakin 
Sports Club, 70 Kent St Deakin. 

A working bee was planned to clear some trees 
on the takeoff at Lanyon. This has been executed 
thanks to Peter Muffet, Peter Schwenderling, 
Duncan Kelly, John Rayner-Sharp, Neil Bolton 
and others. We now have a brilliant safe takeoff 
area as well as a beautiful green mowed football 

field to land in . 

Anzac long weekend was another great 
weekend. Friday afternoon I met Tove at Spring 
and we got the weekend off to a good start with 
an hour thermalling flight. Saturday a few were 
flying at Spring and Lanyon. Late afternoon at 
Lanyon after we had all landed, saw the 
paragliders Shaun, Cameron, Rob, Bernie and 
Phillippa make good use of the late afternoon 
breeze. They floated around for about ~O 
minutes. Shaun Keane was the first paraglide~ to 

make it to the oval, quite a glide. Cameron 

landed only 100 metres short. 

Sunday was good for students at Pig Hill. Tove 
got an hour up in the late afternoon. We threw 
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Peter Muffett off Castle Hill, where he soared in 
very light conditions for 30 minutes. Anthony 
Gerard flew his trike to Tumut, had a drink and 
a chin wag with some of the local pilots who had 
been aero-towing then flew home again. Not a 
bad morning flight! 

Monday was a perfect day, with just about 
everyone taking advantage of the weather and 
flying at either Spring or Lanyon. Earlier this 
month for three consecutive days Grant and I had 
Lake George to ourselves in perfect conditions. 
A very light sea breeze with thermals at the north 
end of the lake, taking us to about 3000' AGL. 
It was spectacular as we flew over clouds form
ing at North Nob with a beautiful sunset back
drop. I wouldn't have missed it for quids! 

Til next month fly high and safe landings 

Phil, President 

Victoria 

Notice is hereby given that the VHGA AGM 
is to be held on Tuesday 3 August 1993,7.30 pm 
at the Anchor and Hope Hotel, Church St, Rich
mond. All committee positions will be vacant, 
so if you're not happy with the way things are 
being done, now is your chance to get in there 
and do something about it. VHGA members 
wishing to put motions to the AGM on matters 
effecting the VHGA constitution or by-laws are 
required to give them in writing to the Secretary, 
no later than 30 days prior to the AGM. They 
may be mailed to VHGA, PO Box 400, Prahran 
Vic 318l. 

A mail out was performed a few months ago, 
so you could vote to change the VHGA constitu
tion. This amendment would allow each club to 
be represented on the VHGA committee which 
in turn would give each club a greater say in the 
decision making process of the VHGA. This 
amendment was in response to a request by a 
large number of the VHGA members. Unfor
tunately, the response has been poor, but we 
thank all those members who took time out to 
tick the box and mail it back in the post-paid 
envelopes. We currently have an overwhel mi ng 
majority for the amendment, but we need 75% 
of the membership to be in favour of the change. 
Unfortunately we are about 100 votcs short of 

the 75% mark. It was made as simpleas possible, 
so if you haven't posted it, do it ASAP, and if 
you never received the original letter please con
tact the VHGA committee so we may organise 
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one for you . 

A Safety/Training seminar (similar to the one 
held last year) is proposed to be held over a 
weekend in late August, at the SAAA rooms in 
Clifton Hill. The firmed date, venue and 
schedule will be detailed in the July issue of 
Skysailor. All pilots will be welcome at the 
seminar, the material to be presented will be 
directed at the Novice/intermediate level pilots, 
but Advanced pilots are most welcome and 
would probably benefit also. Pilot certificate 
rating examinations will also be held on this 
weekend. 

Important notice is hereby given, regarding the 
MT Cole forest area, in particular the Mt Buan
gor launch site. Mr Kevin Wilde has withdrawn 
permission to hang gliders and paragliders to 
land on his property. Kevin owns all the visible 
land within gliding distance of the Mt Buangor 
launch. Now the only bombout within glide of 
launch is Middle Creek, which is out of sight 
beyond the ridge to the left of launch. The 
whereabouts and layout of the bombout must be 
established prior to launch . Go and see where it 

is first as there is not much, if anything, between 
launch and bombout. 

Skyhigh Paragliding Club 

~~~~ 
PARAGLIDING 

MELBOURNE 
High folks 

Even though it 's now late in the season there are 
still some very good flights being recorded. at 
last months club meetingat the Retreat Hotel we 
had 4 excellent flights from which to choose. 

Steve Trone, an experienced hang glider pilot 
is taking to paragliding like a Duck to water. He 
narrowly outflew Wally Taws in an excellent 30 
km plus XC from the Conago tow paddock. 
Conditions were very light and both pilots 
showed considerable skill and patience in 
achieving their height in the thermal. Steve has 
only 7 hours up in his old Swing Zenith canopy 
which really proves that pilot skill is what it's all 
about up there. 

Hamish Barker has a lso had an excellent XC 
flight at a site he had never flown before. hamish 
was on holiday at Manilla in northern NSW and 
flew off early ahead of the field of competition 
hang gliders. He went straight up to 5000' and 
headed off on a heroic 30 km flight into un
known country . Apparently the loca l hang glid

ing com munity who haven't seen much 
paragliding were quite impressed! 

The Flight of the Month was just won by 
Andrew Kemp flying his Challenge C. He 
managed a first ever flight on a paraglider from 
Winkipop to Anglesea. Although this flight was 
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o Martin find his 
way back. 

The lessons 
here are that it's 
pretty silly to fly 
over land you 
wouldn't want 
to land on espe
cially if it's 
under water and 
secondly, it's al

ways a good 
idea to fly with 
your radio, even 
on the coast. 

A good strong run is important on a cliff launch! Keep it up, 
Robin Gauld 

conquered many years ago by hang gliders, it is 
an impressive first for a jelly. The coastal terrain 
is quite tricky and although most of us have 
flown the various sections of this run atone time 
or another Andrew's effort of putting all these 
sections together into one flight is great. It might 
be a hard task to fly the next stage of the West 
Coast run to Aries Inlet but a return flight from 
Winkipop to Anglesea would be a hard act to 
follow. 

The Dunny Seat is being shared this month by 
Conor Murphy and Martin Pozzi, and what a 
picture it makes! Late one afternoon our two 
heroes took off from Cairns Bay and were 
having such a good time they decided to fly 
around the corner into the next bay. "This is 
when everything started to feel a little bit 
strange," Martin said. The lee side rotor was 
certainly making life interesting. It was getting 

dark and Martin had to assess the situation very 
quickly. But with rocks to the left of him and 
rocks to the right of him and water all around 
him, he didn't have much choice. 

So Marti n did a quick U-turn, hit the speed bar 
and tried to sneak back around the corner. But in 
the best tradition of a Wagnerian Opera things 
got worse. Martin had not penetration and had 
to choose which big, black, wet rock he preferred 
to land upon . Landing on big, black, wet rocks 
in the dark is never that much fun but Martin did 
it in style and withy the surf pounding and the 

spray blowing over his head Martin bundled up 

his Axis and scrambled up the cliff. His safety 
on the rocky cliff was short lived as progress was 
impossible without crampons andjumarclamps . 
Martin had to go back down and find his way 
along the dark, rocky shoreline to a distant ac
cess path that he knew would lead to safety . 

It was dark and the tide was full when Martin 
finally made it to the top of the cliff only to see 
bright flashing lights off in the direction of the 
Cairns Bay Car Park. What had happened to 

Conor? Conor had i!lli! managed to get back to 
the safety of the sandy beach at Cairns Bay but 
neither pilot knew what had become of the other 
and both feared the worst! It wasn ' t until Martin 

got much closer to the car park that he realised 
that the flashing lights were the hazard lights on 
his own car. Conor had put the lights on to help 
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SAHGA 

The SAHGA Saga 
With the wind conditions not quite being op

timal for hang gliding, many pilots have taken 
to the skies in trikes, where you are almost 

guaranteed to get your feet off the ground. But 
don't despair, as the cliffs of Myponga are in 
sight. More to the point, the fire and Cooper's 
Ale at the Victory are also in the palms of our 
hands. 

The State Paragliding competition was recent
ly held at Snowtown. To the astonishment of 
local competitors, there was 23 entrants, most of 
whom were from interstate. 

With the forecast over Easter being light to 
moderate NE winds, the pilots from day one felt 
the pressure, as the Mid-north has ridges for all 
directions except NE. So, considering the ad
verse conditions, the pilots did their best to gain 
height, distance and points. The competition 
ended after 4 days, with the last day overcast 
with strong winds. Ken Mitchelhill and Heike 
came equal first. A good effort to all those in
volved. 

The new president has apparently taken the 
bull by the horns in an optimistic view to rally 
the pilots into involving themselves more in the 
running of SAHGA. Meetings are now started 
punctually at 8 pm and there will be no excuse 
fortardiness or absenteeism!! Good luck Inspec

tor Gadget. 

It seems that Ross Wilkinson is about to make 
his mark overseas with a long over-due sabbati
cal. Abroad will never be the same again . Batten 
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down tire hatches and lock all the children in
doors. Seriously, Ross, have a wonderful time. 
See you when you get back for some serious 
flying. 

Unfortunatel y this month has been particularly 
slow, with not much flying to be had. Keep your 

chins up. Until next time .. . 
Woderwick 

HGAWA 

As the clouds roll in low from the west, gliders 
cling to garage walls all over the state. Many of 
us sit miserably at home drowning in pessimism, 
during a period of enforced hibernation. Winter 
threatens to bl un ten our ski lis and dull our en
thusiasm, but all is not lost. 

The mild WA winter affords us many oppor
tunities to keep flying fit. In the last two years 
Geraldton has probably emerged as our most 
popular winter hide away. Conto's can also turn 
on some good fI yi ng at both ends of the season .. . 
if you try hard enough! Numerous small ridges 
on the metropolitan coast can expect to bevisited 
between squalls as the westerlies begin their 
frontal assa ul t. 

Most of the pilots who journeyed east this year 
are already planning their return, with more in 
tow. It seems that they are taking their winter 
practice very seriously. Certain members of the 
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club have taken a vow 
to go tow launching at least one weekend a 
month, others claim that they will be flying 
somewhere in the state every two weeks. 

There is talk that the difficulties in keeping 
thermalling skills in tune during the coldest part 
of the winter will be alleviated by a trip to 
Indonesia, and possibly a visit to Telfer or 
Wyndham. As details come to I ight they will be 
made available to all. 

Sometime soon, members will be receiving a 

High Flyer outlining our new meeting format. 
With the successful implementation of the club 
structure in our state, attendance atthe HGA WA 
meetings has been minimal. Whilst those who 
attended the May meeting identified a need for 
the executive to meet once a month, a motion 
was passed to hold general meetings every two 
months starting from June. This puts the AGM 

back a month to the first Tuesday in August. 

I look forward to seei ng you all there to see the 

old committee out, and elect a fresh line-up of 
executive members . Until then I hope to bump 
into you flexing your wings to fight away the 
winter-time spectre. 

Phil Wainwright 'l-
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LOST 
At Inglewood SE aid during aero-tow weekend 1 
pair of Oakley sunglasses with vinyl nose-protector 
black frame/grey lens ph Mark 066 243111 

WANTED 
Reallstlcrrandy PRO-27 VHF/UHF channel crystal 
radio receivers 057 551753 

Gliding Flight simulator computer programme 
please contact me if you know where I can obtain a 
copy ph/fx George 08 3403217 

Second hand Ball Instruments ph Helen 042 
953665 

Trike in gd cond ph Jim 053 689361 after 6 pm -
Gordon VIC 

Sound reasonably priced trike for new trike pilot 
Will consider dual or single seat ph Winton 060 
243503 - Wodonga VIC 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
XS 142 (exp int) excond green & gold US white scrim 
LE white power rib MS has low hrs & comes with 
water-proof bag & carry tube $2800 ono also 
Sjostrom varlo ex cond $550 incl postage also 
Santronic UHF radio $275 ph Brian 066 215725 

Moyes Mission 170 (int) orange LE fluoro pink & 
yellow US white TS speedbar & faired kingpost incl 
all owners manuals & batten profile + spare upright 
& speedbar v gd cond $1750 ph 02 9302460 W, 
9707569 H 

Blitz 146 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey & red US with 
kevlar TE 1 season old ex cond $2650 ono also 
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black 
& orange mylar US with or without LE stiffeners fair 
cond $1500 also 
Foil 160 BRacer (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black 
& orange US fair cond $1150 ono also 

Bandit 180 (nov) ex cond $600 also 
Mega 11170 (int) gd cond $400 ph Len 068 537220 

Aero Race 170 (int) immac cond (35 hrs) white LE 
yellow & white US $2300 (manual & spare upright) 
also 
XS Easy 155 (int) white LE & MS orange & yellow 
US it's seen plenty of action & is dying for more! 
OWner OS & staying there offers around $1700 ph 
Helen 042 943665 

Moyes Cocoon harness gd cond perf for beginner 
170-190 cm tall $100 ono ph Andrew 042943665 

Mars 170 one left $300 also 
Foil 152 Combat II (int) ex cond only 10 hrs $3400 
come for aero-tow test flight also 
Aero-tow & tow bridles fully tested can be quickly 
converted for aero towing, comes with tow manual & 
container $55 also 
Radios Icom IC40 new going cheap $480 also 
Silver XC Bags from Japan suit XS 142 & 155 or 
similar only $100 UVresistant ph 065 565265 all hrs 

Paraglider Nova Phoenix 125 suit pilot & gear 
weight 70-90 kgs rated ACPULS all 'A's Gutesiegel 
Class 2 with speed system & in any harness best 
performing high performance int 40 hrs airtime gd 
cond new set of lines $2800 ph Rob 046 309197 AH 

XT Pro 2165 (int) low hrs fluoro green orange pink 
& red spares as well updating to XS $2500 ono 
bargain also 
Foil 160B (int) various new parts & new bag flys v 
well bargain at $1050 ono or will swap or trade-in + 
spares also 
Harness same as Xact suit 5'8' -6' near new gd price 
$400 ono ph 043 342406 

XS 15511 (exp int) ex cond white scrim LE pink 40z 
top sail pink power rib TE pink & black US flown 20 
hrs contact 066858147 AH 

Mission 170 (int) 20 hrs airtime ex cond blue LE 
white & blue MS faired kingpost $2000 also 
Moyes Pod harness Ige red & blue ex cond $400 ph 

---------------------- Michael 02 6399779 
Stuart Andrews launching Sugarloaf -p S Gneist 
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Foil 160B Race (int) white TS green white 
US gd cond no flutters $1200 ono ph Bob 
065835069 AH 810001 BH 

Tandem glider Lite Dream 220 $3000 v 
gd cond also 
Gyro II 180 (nov) max 20 hrs flying time v 
gd cond $1500 ono also 
Gyro II 160 (nov) fluoro pink orange & 
yellow ex cond $1800 ono also 
Aero 170 (nov) blue & white gd cond $1200 
ono ph Heather 02 3255516 W, 3157862 H 

ParagiiderAirGautier27sq msuit70-110 
kgs gd cond recently checked with harness 
flys well v safe suit nov must sell going OS 
$700 ph 02 3983708 AH, 6945889 BH 

, XS Easy 155 (int) blue LE yellow & white 
wing faired kingpost speedbar gd cond 
great to fly checked out & resting at Moyes 
factory as Tasmanian owner OS inspection 
by appointment ph 02 3875622 excell value 
al$1500 

GTR 162 (int) lightweight Swiss tube 
manufact 1989 low hrs v light handling 
flown by female pilot $1100 reluctant sale 
due to pilot weight loss ph Michele 03 
4278111 BH, 059 838545 AH 

Aero 170 (int) pink LE yellow US in gd cond 
$1600 ph Dave 066 857360 BH, 855308 

Forest Park's Wedgie harness latest 
design suit5'10'-6' ex cond, Atom helmet 
& Vaurnet sunglasses (value $1 00) $500 
the lot ph Wayne 049 292175 

Foi1160B (int) gd cond green & red US red 
LEflies well $800 ph Lucas 047 871480 BH 
&AH 

Mars 170 (nov) new wires gd cond $800 
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042263157 W, 292965 AH 

Aero 170 (int) brand new pinkfluoro LE & grey $1900 
ph Warwick 02 6542140 

XS II 155 (exp int) v gd cond clear scrim LE $2800 It 
blue top MS fluoro yellow & It blue US ph Masa 02 
3875514 

CT 170 (nov) gd cond new side wires + harness $650 
ph Geoff 049 585113 AH 

Harness Moyes cocoon with chute ex cond blue 
in colour suit up to 6' $450 ph Rod 046 556296 

Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange LE 
green/blue/white US $1500 ono ph 049 594167 

Sting XC 166 (int) ex cond grey LE white TS fluoro 
green & orange US looks & flies great low air time 
$3000 ph Col 02 3704834 

Sting 166 XS (int) ex cond with cocoon harness & 
wheels grey LE blue & green US $2700 ph Peter 049 
571231 

Moyes Mission 170 (int) pink LE dark/light blue US 
speed bar low air time ex cond only $2000 ph Oliver 
027492624 

Ball 652 Vario with flexible airspeed As new 
manufacture date 9/91 used 30 hrs $750 ph Lee AH 
023876105 

Vario Aliba I a proven performer $100 less than rec 
retail only $595 clock & log upgrade available ph Tim 
026321634 

2 x Pocket Rocket Paraglider Pilot Rescue Sys
tems date of manuf June 91 $1000 each ph 043 
232944 BH 

Moyes Mission 170 (int) glider has done a fair 
amount of work but still flies really well Ideal 1 st glider 
at this give-away price $950 including cocoon har
ness ph 056 723431 or 018517114 

Airborne Edge fastidiously maintained in top cond It 
grey 11 mths old full set of instruments 582 dual (01) 
new GSC prop harmonic balancer 2,62 c-type gear
box Bell crank shaft top feed cooling 135 hrs runs 
very smoothly Incl brand new wing in the colours of 
your choice, all for $16,950 ph Luke 018 446771 

Moyes Meteor GTR 170 (int) v gd cond low hrs price 
incl Advanced Air cocoon harness with parachute, 
Ball vario & altimeter $1000 the lot ph Steve 02 
4766317 or018 212166 

Foil 160 BRace (int) reas cond no flutters ideal 
intermediate glider $1500 ono ph Bob 065 835069 

XS 142 3 mths old It blue It green US white LE power 
rib Best glider I've flown makes flying XC easy $3200 
manual batten profile & I guarantee you'll love it ph 
Greg 042 942212 

GTR 170 (int) VG speedbar carry backpack cocoon 
harness & spare parts no damage perf cond 55 hrs 
v cheap $950 ono ph Carlo 02 5333643 

Gyro 11145 (nov) blue green & yellow as brand new 
cond ideal for the smaller person getting into the sport 
low hrs not used for training $1650 ono also 
GTR 162 (int) yellow LE white & blue US extremely 
well looked after flies perfect $750 ono also 
Pegasus Flash 2 Trike 462 Rotax with all instru
ments you'd ever want Zero hrs on the motor fOllow
ing full rebuild 100 hrs on the rest A steal at $13000 
nice aircraft with covered trailer don't be afraid to 
haggle about the price also 
2 x Altair 165 (int) exc intermediate glider 1 at $1500 
1 at $1000 both great cond ph Joe 066 843616 or 
018717141 

GTR 175 (int) new side wires front wires VG batten 
profile Gd looking & a real gd flyer ex cond with 
moderate hrs Could be made into a trike wing $600 
ono ph Andrew 067 654520 or 018 416258 

Airwave Magic Kiss 154 (exp int) dk blue LE 
pink/yellow US white TS Swiss tubed frame equals 
light! $1500 ono ph Dick 02 3872613 H or 02 
3315118 & leave message 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Paraglider Advance Sigma 27 weight range 80-100 
kg gd performing int wing with low hrs $2950 ph 08 
3772535 

Edel Racer weight range 65-85 kg advanced wing 
with low hrs $3250 ph 08 3526562 

Advance Sigma 24 paraglider int wing in gd cond 
60-80 kg $3000 ph 082931306 

XS 155 (exp int) $2000 ph/lx George 08 3403217 

Sensational Sellout: 
Unbeatable price: WB 162 (int) hot pink & sky blue 
tip levers new side wires batten profile looks gd goes 
great sky high perform at a down-to~arth price $900 
no fooling also 
Going Beep: Ball 652 deluxe varia 1 ft increments, 
dual range 600-1500 fpm AIS total energy probe 
upright clamp in a custom sponge bag $400 very 
beep also 
Best value: large Moyes pod It blue dk blue & dk 
pink suit pilot 5'8'-8'6' Stubai steel carabiner comfy 
warm airworthy $200 also 
Big 10-4 Rubber ducky: Uniden hand held UHF 
40 ch high perform ariel plus spare new battery $300. 
Yep ... I'm desperate .. . so rip me off now! (take the lot 
for a real bargain!) ph Jules ASAP 08 2611902 
anytime ... 

Foil Combat 152 Mk II (int) fully optioned & many 
extras also inel $500 discount on Second Chantz 
A.I.R. system ph 08 3220813 

Aero 170 (in~ red LE It blue US gd cond $1700 ono 
also 
Moyes Pod Ige gd cond suit 6' $350 ono ph 08 
2514066 

Seaford Top Landing Seminar: tired of getting sand 
kicked in your face? Can't do 360s at 10'? Then this 
is for you! Presented by the Beagle Soaring School 
with instruction from Guru Beagle himself ... Don't 
delay! Register now! 

Vision (nov) near new cond plus stirrup harness 
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$1000 or swap for sailboard in gd cond No phone, 
write to: Bill, PO Box661 , NoarlungaCentre SA 5168 

QUEENSLAND 
XS 142 (exp int) less than 100 hrs in immac cond nice 
colours can be seen or test flown on Gold Coast 
$2800 ph 076 951717 & have a chat 

Tandy voice activated/manual push-to-talk FM 
transceivers $60 set also 
VHF/UHF Receiver handy as back up or stUdent-in
structor $55 also 
Danny Scott Racer harness suit 5'7' -5'9' med build 
ex cond $425 also 
Mars 170 (nov) incl batten pattern apron harness & 
helmet $550 also 
Mars 150 (nov) Italian batten pattern/standard pat
tern profile also avail $600 ph 079 79341 4 

XS 15511 (exp in~ fluoro yellow orange & grey power 
rib 10 hrs flying time perf cond $3500 also 
GTR 162 (int) orange yellow & white vgc well looked 
after $900 ph Hugh 018 881771, 07 8088415 AH 

Aero 170 (int) white with pale blue & orange US one 
owner $2100 + freight ph Brad Cooper 077 792853 
H, 814245 W (Townsville) 

Combat 152 (int) superb handling no sleeves gd 
cond no tears sleeves avail never been used $1800 
ph Pat 079 793414 

Blitz Kevlar 146 (exp int) comp model white LE silver 
& red US ex cond 8 mths old $3500 ono also 
Paraglider CXII 26 sq m 65-85 kg weight range as 
new cond 35 hrs TT Silver with fluoro green red & 
yellow flashes US $2500, also 
Air Support Harness gd cond aluminium frame v 
comfortable red with silver para container etc $450 
ono suit 150-170 cm pilot also 
Sjostrom Varia I/m increments ex cond $450 ph 
Gerry 070 341451 

GTR 162 (int) black LE red US white MS ex cond gd 
performer one owner must sell $800 only ph Peter 
Werner 074 461722 

NO\N IN STOCK 
, 

Radios 
Icom IC A 20 MKII Airband 
Icom IC40 UHF 
Icom IC 40 G UHF 
Also headsets, switch boxes, 
spare battery packs and more. 

Floats, Full Lotus fits Edge 582 trike takes only 5 
mins to swap from land to sea new cond cost $7500 
sell $5000 ph Cropp 070 995858 Port Douglas Old 

XS 155 (exp int) dk blue LE $1600 also 
Moyes Pod as new suit 6' $300 ph Daryl 074498573 

ParagliderCustom sail Alien 22.5 sq m (nov-int) pilot 
weight 60-75 kgs approx 50 hrs with harness & bag 
gd cond $1300 ono also 
Sting 166 (in~ speed bar fully faired new side wires 
spares manual batten chart $21 00 ono 070 541085 

XS 15511 (exp int) fluoro pink & fluoro yellow US white 
scrim LE power rib TS fair cond 10 mths old $2200 
ph Dave 07 8120841 

FoIl160B (in~ red & black $1200 gd cond ph 070 
521704 

Foil Combat 152 (int) sleeved white LE pink & aqua 
US white TE $2500 ono also 
Moyes Pod suit 6'2' pilot with High Energy chute 16 
mths old $900 ono ph Matthew 074 914707 

Foil 160 BRacer (int) dk pink & It pink & grey US gd 
cond no flutter $1300 ono ph Rolf 07 3561540 

Combat 139 (in~ apricot & blue US white LE approx 
100 hrs spare upright new side wires gd cond $2000 
also 
Xact II harness black with PA chute v gd cond $800 
ph Tony 075 452273 

New Style Sjostrom Varia 20 hrs airtime $600 also 
Skywatch (mph) new impeller $120 also 
Combat 11152 (int) as new $3100 60 hrs also 
Combat 11152 (in~ 3 hrs old $3700 also 
UHF Electrophone radio & headset as new $450 
ph Laurite 075 435631 

Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your 
choice of colours LE sleeves (removable) included 
only $3400 also 
Foil Combat 152 (int) price negotiable - phone for 
details also 
Foil Combat 139 (int) white Triad LE pink & yellow 
US vac quick set up as no 1/2 battens. LE sleeves 
(removable) incl under 25 hrs $3200 ph Peter 077 
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Phone now for competitive prices! 
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Helmets 
Carabiners (steel) 
P.A. Parachutes 
Sjostrom Variometres 

AirBorne T-Shirts 

$60 
$29 
$550 
$680 
$25 

Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard welcome 

AirBorne Windsports 12130 Kalaroa Rpad, Redhead, NSW 2290 Australia 
Telephone (049) 499199 Fax. (049) 499395 
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784838 H or 077 825698 W 

Blitz 1415 (exp int) grey LE pink & sky blue US ex 
cond only $3000 ph Ian 070 321392 

Blitz 1415 (exp int) KevlarLE & TE Only 14 hrs as new 
will be getting smaller glider $3600 ph Ethel 077 
733580 

VICTORIA 
Quasar L 582 low noise new also 
Quasar 2 503 dual ignition as new also 
Pegasus .Q. new also 
Pegasus XL 482 tug new also 
Airborne Edge 582 as new with full instruments also 
Pegasus XL 447 low hrs also 
Pegasus Q 450 hrs immac also 
Chaser S 447 the world champion new also 
Rossi/Bandit 503 the Italian Ferrari new ph 03 
5875975 BH or 5848325 AH for further info or a test 
flight 

Air Support pod harness fluoro pink & yellow suit 
6' extra pockets as new cond $450 ph Gary 03 
5319092 

Foil C 152 (int) demo glider new cond low hrs mauve 
trilam LE white MS fluoro yellow & mid-blue US must 
sell $2600 also 
Trike Wlng/World Beater GTR 175 the perfect wing 
for your Trike or for the bigger pilot blue LE white MS 
pink US gd cond $1000 also 
Orion 190 x 2 blue LE white MS It blue & blue US 
also red LE white MS yellow & red US $300 each or 
buy two for $500! also 
Aero 150 Race (int) 3 hrs airtime fluoro pink scrim 
LE white MS It blue & greg US $2300 ono ph Steve 
057551724 or 018 570168 

Para glider Challenger C 23 sq m (75-90 kgs) safe 
top performance glider ACPULA/B glide ratio 7 :1 min 
sink 1.4 m/s with speed system 45 km v gd cond 
$3800 ph Wade Bishop 03 6502356 BH, 052 612893 
AH 

XS Easy (int) blue/yellow/white airfoil king post & 
speedbar low hrs $1800 03 7836084 

KFM Engine 107ER horiz opposed twin electronic 
ignit elect start 30 hrs v gd cond $1200 or swap with 
Rotax 447 in v gd cond also 
Moyes Missile wing sleeved for trike use v gd cond 
plus most parts for home built trike free $500 ph 03 
5983115 

GTR 1152 Race (int) green LE white faired kingpost 
& upright speedbar $1350 03 4802297 

Foil Combat 152 (int) sleeved LE gd cond a dream 
to handle with performance to match pink LE white 
TS grey & pink US urgent sale hence price $2000 ph 
Ted 03 5985002 

Quasartrike from Solar Wings the Rolls of trikes one 
brand new one with 270 hrs in ex cond (wing only 80 
hrs) certified & regd as featured on the cover AU 
March '93 hangared & used inland since birth dual 
ign 503 airplast3-blade prop full spec instr65-40 mph 
hands off with inflight trim superb comfort & style 
$18500 for 320546 or $24500 for the newie Train 
weight shift with the only AUF CFI endorsed in these 
great aircraft Also the best deal on Icom IC A20 Mk 
2,IC A200 or IC 40G radios Full range of Comunica 
headsets helmets & intercoms available in stock ph 
Glenn Wilson 060761333 any time for a demo 

Magic III 166 (int) white MS blue US gd cond $400 
ono ph Vince 03 7552314 

Mission 170 (int) red & white ex cond matching 
Moyes pod harness red $2500 will separate ph 
Andrew 03 5835936 

Gyro 160 (nov) pink blue & white sail exc beginners 
glider only 10 hrs flying time in superb cond will 
deliver throughout Melbourne $950 ph Chris 03 
8366269 

Falhawk Neo 24 sq m ex cond 2 hrs airtime urgent 
sale $2100 neg ph 057 562418 

Edge Trike BRAND NEW! owner in financial difficul 
ties needs to sell ASAP red LE white MS red & black 
US black base Fully optioned $16500 ono ph Dick 
051548403 

Honda XL 800 R MG electric start gear sack rack new 
tyres sprockets chain & battery gd order reg 01/94 
RWC $2950 would consider trading on Buzzard 
trike ph Rob 053 981815 AH 

Foil 140 B (int) rainbow US & white MS v little airtime 
------------------------ & a sweet handling & landing glider for a 
Simon Nighy (NZ) Ben Nevis Paragliding Nationals, p lady or smaller male pilotthe owner is os 

S Gneist & running out of funds wants a quick sale 

- I-0, 
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around $1650 ph Glenn 060 761333 

Moyes XS 155 (exp int) 18 mths old mint 
cond white power rib TS white scrim LE 
yellow & blue US king post hang an exc 
buy $2500 ph w 03 2762000 (Alfred 
Hospital) ask for Dr Mike Cox, 03 
4285415 h 

Sting 118 (int) almost new white with red 
mylar LE black & white US ideal for lady 
or small pilots $2600 also 
Foil 140 Racer (int) lots of extras white 
red LE purple & green US $1800 ph 
Khamh 03 4638349 H or 4785252 W 

Pegasus Quasar Trike reg 95.32 total 
airtime 30 hrs all instruments, wing 180 
hrs airtime (approx) but in ex cond has 
been hangared all its life $18000 save 
$5000 on new price ph Gavin 038076138 
AH or 018557596 

GTR 162 (int) with batten profile spare 
hang loops spare down tube & medium 
size helmet, 2 unused log books $850 
must sell need money unemployed ph 
Geoff 054478557 

Air Support fluoro pink & yellow pod 
harness suit person 6' tall, extra pockets, 
as new cond $450 ph Gary 03 5319092 

Mission 170 (int) suit new buyer flu oro 
orange LE white MS mid blue & red US 
also cocoon harness with HE parachute 
Sjostrom vario Uniden UHF radio & hel
met the lot for $3000! ph Martin 03 
7061947 

XS 155 (exp int) King Post hang 2 
seasons old WARP MS scrim LE $2000 
ono also 
Gyro 11160 (nov) mint cond suit It weight 

SKYSAILOR 

beginner pilot or school teaching $1300 ph Harry 03 
2622800 BH or 059 646055 AH 

Foil 160 BRacer (int) top cond one owner recently 
fitted with new flying wires $1300 ono (inspection in 
Melbourne by arrangement) ph Ray 056 235758 or 
056295216 

Falhawk Apex 26 sq m pilot weight 65-95 kg with 
harness advanced glider $1300 also 
Sjostrom altimeter & vario $500 also 
High Energy Reserve Parachute hang gliding or 
paragliding long bridle $500 also 
Yamaha DT 400 Engine direct drive with engine 
mounts low reaving $300 also 
Falhawk Speed System 3 Riser as new $150 and 
set of Ginsev Stay -sharp knives ph Simon 03 
4322658 AH or 018 554872 BH 

Moyes Pod black suit 5'6' - 6' used twice plus chute 
(unused/repacked) together or sep $650 neg ph Jol 
036902637 

UHF radio Regency RR477 40 ch with scanner 5 
watt/l watt output comes with high-gain antenna 
Charger + op instr v gd cond towing has necessitated 
upgrade $395 ph John 057 522694 

ACT 
Paraglider Challenger 23 (26 sq m 65-85 kg) with 
speed system Pro Design top-<>f-the-line harness 
with kevlar backplate & double kevlar seat protection 
& Pro Design 34 m reserve all as brand new 14 flights 
for 2.8 hrs airtime 5 mths old A wonderful wing. 
Approaching motherhood & no tandem rating neces
sitates sale. Retail is about $5500 bargain at $4200 
ph Alexandra or Neil 06 2926310 

Apache 29 one of hottest in NZ great thermal 
machine $2000 06 919230 

Moyes XT 145 (int) fluoro pink scrim LE speed bar 
wheels fluoro yellow & orange US ex cond also 
medium pod harness, ICOM IC40G radio, PA 
chute, Skytechflightdeck instruments ph Craig 06 
2382539 

Blitz 155 (exp int) purple mylar LE full fluoro yellow 
US white TS kevlar TE & chrome frame as new (July 
'92) in ex cond flies perfectly & looks great (clean 
wing with no logos ; ie perfect for your own! $3800 
also 
Gyro II 180 (nov) royal blue LE pink MS It blue TE 
with gold US looks hot with the sun shining on it! This 
glider has had a charmed life & comes with a spare 
upright (because it has never had one replaced!) ex 
cond a steal at $1 200 also 
Sjostrom Vario Alt original EV model a proven 
performer digital altimeter, averager, adjustable sink 
alarm bargain priced at only $500 ph Pete 06 
2927701 

Blitz 146 (exp int) handles like an intermediate glider 
but leaves other high perf gliders in its wake mylar 
LE & TE white MS fluoro yellow & purple US $3000 
ono includes 2 uprights ph Phil 018 625181 or 062 
2961311 

WA 
XT 145 Pro (int) 8 mths old fluoro orange LE flu oro 
yellow US white TE & TS $2800 also Flightcomp II 
instruments $300 ph Anna 09 2463295 H 

Mission 170 (int) blue white gd cond low hrs also 
Moyes Pod med-Ige $400 also 
Altimeter, vario & ASI gd cond $630 also 
Towline connector & toggle switch helmet& mike 
$200 ono sell individually or best offer the lot ph Tim 
09 3868346 AH, 4812040 BH, Ix 09 3867218 

Sting XC (int) only 5 hrs oldfaired uprights VB wheels 
ex cond white mylar MS & TE fluoro red LE apricot 
grey & white US $3000 no offers also 
leom IC40G radio c/w headset switch box & spare 
high power battery $600 ph 09 3648377 W or 09 
5278524 H 

XT 165 (int) Fluoro yellow LE white TE turquoise US 
& MS gd cond approx 28 hrs old comes with spare 
Aerosafe down tubes & base bar $2500 ph Andrew 
094469850 

XT 145 PRO (int) 6 mths old fluoro orange LE flu oro 
orange & fluoro yellow US white TE & TS $2800 ph 
Anna 09 2463295 H or 09 2790568 W .+ 
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To A.I.R. is Human t:#rtwMfL 
~JlW Anything Else Is Just Smoke and Hot Air ... 

Australian Agent: 
Chris Hunter, 
13 Bamview Court, 
Morphettvale SA 5162 
Phone: 08 3220813 

Air Initiated Recovery 
Our New Compressed A.I.R. Powered Rocket Motor 
Will Deploy Your Hang Gliding or Paragliding 
Reserve Parachute in the Blink of an Eye ... 

System Features 
• It can deploy your parachute in under 2 seconds. 
• It can be filled from any SCUBA diving tank to 

3,000 psi. 
• It can be carried on the airlines. 
• Inexpensive reloads after each use. 
• Extended field use with no pressure loss. 
• A pressure gauge to check before each flight. 
• Use your parachute in our container system, or pur

chase one of our state-of-the-art low sink rate 
canopies. 
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Mid Winter Clearance Sale 
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Glider Model Leading US Front US Rear Condition Price 
Size Number Edge 

152 C1 White Mid blue Flu pink Good $2,000 
152 C2 White Yellow Apricot Good $2,500 
152 C2 Race White Crimson Lilac Excellent $2,700 
152 C2 Race White Crimson Lilac Excellent $2,700 
152 C2 Lilac Mid blue Lilac Near new $3,500 
152 C2 White Pink Flu green Near new $3,500 
139 C1 White Dark blue Flu orange Good $2,000 
139 C2 Lilac Aqua Gold Near new $3,500 
139 C2 Race Flu pink Mid blue Flu yellow Excellent $2,700 
180 Gyro 2 Flu pink Lilac N/A Near new $2,000 
180 Gyro 1 Green Gold N/A Average $500 

Combat tip fairings $30,00 per pair while stocks last 

Excess demo and competition stock no longer required following the release of the brand new 
Desire in two sizes, A never-to-be-repeated chance to purchase high quality hang gliders at very 

low prices, 

Call us now and make sure you secure your best 

chance to enjoy a cross country summer to 

remember, 1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh , NSW 2508 Ph 042 942052 Fax 042943381 
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THE GLIDER FROM DOWN UNDER 
COMES OUT ON TOP. 

Frangoise Dieuzeide has won the Women 's 
World Championships on her XS 2 142, coming in 
ahead of the known favourites Kari Castle and Judy 
Leden. 

Our Australian team excelled with Helen Smith 
placing 9th as top Australian and Toni Noud in 11th, 
leading the team to 4th place. 
Moyes Delta Gliders Ply Ltd 
173 Bronte Rd, Waverley, 
N.S.w. 2024 Australia 
Tel. (02)387 5114, (02) 3875622 
Fax (02) 387 4472 

Photograph by Adam Hunt 

A total of 9 pilots in the top 20 chose to fly the 
XS 142, taking the XS to new heights with both th8-
Open and Women's Champions choosing to fly the 
XS. 

Become a success story. Fly an XS. 
The World Championship glider. 


